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ALHtlQtiKHQl'K, NEW MEXICO,

1

RIVER FALLING
sr. LOUIS

at
Great Damage Being

Done
on Lower Mississippi.

EAST ST.

LOUIS IS UNDER MATER

One Thousand People Morooncd In River
Valley Villages.
K. V. Hopkins, the presidents of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and
Order of Railway Conductors.
The program as has been outlined
up to date follows: On the morning
of the Fourth there will be a ball game
and hand concert. In the afternoon
the exercises will open with the reading of the Declaration of Independence
and a Fourth of July address, which
will le followed ly all kinds of sports,
including base ball, foot, sack, potato,
egg. barrel, shoe, bicycle, three legged,
burro and pony races. There will be a
burro race and each union will have
three men entered, a pusher, a puller
and a jockey; a greased pole and
greased pig contest will also take
place. In the evening there will be
a grand display of fireworks.
Three bands will be In attendance

St. Louis, June 9. At 7 a. ni. the
official gauge registered 37.4 feet, a de-

cline of .1 since yesterday, when the
crest of the flood, 37.5 feet, was reached. The tendency of the river this
morning seems to be to r!se, but the
great volume of water coming from
above is spreading out and does not
niake Itself apparent on tae gauge by
Madiadded indies. In the
son, Venice and Granite City, it is estimated this morning that at least
men, women and children are in a
precarious condition. They are awaiting rescue, many in the second stories
and on the tops of houses and other
points above the flood, less in danger
of drowning than of starvation.
steps are being made to remove these people to places of safety.
In East St. Louis, where the railroad
yards and that part along the river on
both sides of the Eads bridge is flood- ed, the conditions are the same as yesterday. All of last night, men were
at work strengthening the levee, that
Is keeping the water back from the
business and residence sections of the
city. The railroad situation shows no
Improvement.
From police reports it is learned
that there are 390 destitute flood sufferers In St. Louis, refugees from East
St. Louis, Madison, Venice, Granite
City and Kaskaskia. All are destitute.
There are over 3,000 refugees in the
city, but they are being cared for by
relatives and friends In St. Louis and
Its environs. A number have become
1111 from exposure.
There were 1.200
flood refugees in Edwardsville, 111.,
and Newlast night, from the
port. Because of the congestion It
was found necessary to distribute the
sufferers in the cities and villages
along the Wabash as far north as
Litchfield. Four-fifthof the 5,000 inhabitants of Granite City remain
within the limits of the town. One-hal- f
of them are homeless.
Memphis Fears Flood.
Memphis, Tenn., June 9. Some concern Is felt here over the flood of the
Mississippi river to the north. A stage
of thirty-fou- r
ftet is thought to be
probable at Memphis, and large forces
of men are engaged in repairing the
breaks left in the Arkansas levees
north of the city made by late flood.
Repair work at two breaks has given
way. and water Is passing to the country behind the levees, flooding a con
siderable area. A pile driver and
sacks have been dispatched to
these points. Much trouble Is being
experienced in securing laborers for
the work.
0

j

Monitor Arkansas.
June 9. The monitor
Arkansas, which went to St. Louis to
attend the fair dedication, arrived
here today.
New

York.

The Kansas Murderers.
St. Francis, Kan., June 9. Deputies
and militia bringing in Chauncey Dewey and two cow boys charged with
the killing of the Berry family last

week, have not yet arrived, but are
expected late this afternoon. Though
there are hundreds of armed farmers
along the way traversed it Ib not believed today that there will be any conflict.

Cherry Creek Flood.
Denver, June 9. Cherry Creek', flowing through Denver, suddenly rose to
near the top of the banks this morning, owing to a cloudburst on the divide. The water came with a rush at
10:20 and what a few moments before
was a small stream became a raging
torrent. No damage was done so far
as known, although the stream Is full
of floating chicken coops, boxes,
plansk and other debris.

Resolutions.
REGULAR

Market Gardeners Combine.
New York. June 9. Market gardeners about New York are beginning to
form combinations for the purpose of

MEETING.

tri-citi-

s

10.-00- 0

o

making a better market for their
wares, saving expenses in transportation and distributing the product In a
manner as will avert overloading the
dealers.
The first combine of the
kind will be the Long Island Cauliflower Growers' association for the Incorporation of which articles have
been drawn.
POSTOFFICE INVESTIGATION.
Grand Jury Finds No New Developments in the Crookedness.
Washington. June 9. There were no
developments today as a result of the
grand jury's investigation Into the affairs of the po8tofflce, and it Is said
that no further Indictments may be
looked for this week. The decision
in the case of James N. Tyner, formerly assistant attorney general, before
the grand jury was reached only after
the most careful consideration. It Is
understood there is a feature connected with the opening of the safe and
the abstraction of papers therewith
which has not been disclosed and that
it was this which led to the determination to put the case before the grand
jury.
RIGHT-OF-WA-

SECURED.

Y

Bland Property Owners Anx'ous for
the New Road,
CHIEF DUNLAP

FIELD.

ano, The Citizen
the departure from this city
of Chief Engineer Dunlap. of the New
Mexico Northern Railroad company,
to the Coehiti district.
This road has been surveyed from a
point a few miles above Thornton, on
the Santa Fe road, across the mesa to
Pi na Blanca, and thence through the
Coehiti mountains to the town of
A

few

IN THE

da-yt- i

iJiand.
On his return from Chit ago. Mr.
Imnlap listed up a day or two here to
consult with local mine operators in
the Coehiti district, and then left for

the district.
Word was received today by J. H.
Pegue, through a letter from Thos. H.
Benson, that the people of Bland has
granted to Mr. Dunlap right of way
through that town for the railroad,
that Mr. Dunlap. feeling so good over
ttie anxiety of the Bland people for a
new railroad, has given assurance
that the new road is not a thing only
on paper but that it will lie in reality a
railroad In operation In a very short
lime.
Mr. Dunlap is expected to return to
this city in a few days.
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on September 9,
(Section 1857, R. S., V 9.. 1873)
and so far as It relates to the subject
matter of the quotation from section 8,
It was a
and reads as
Judge Faker R3n jers Decision follows:
All township, district and county
officers shall be appointed or electin Important Case.
ed in such manner as may be provided by the governor and legislative assembly of each territory.
Chapter 818 (Statutes at large. Vol.
GANG
KNOCKED
OUT
) provides "thatthe legislatures of
the territories of the United States
now or
to be organized shall
Present County Commissioners Were not passhereafter
local or special laws In any
or the following enummerated cases
Legally Appointed.
Regulating county and township affairs;
granting to any
corporation, association, or individuTHE DEMOCRAT'S DECISION REVERSED
als any special or exclusive privileges,
immunity or franchise
whatever."
This was amended, or, rather, given a
THIS MORNING JUDGE B. S.
construction at the time the act of the
BAKER,
OF THIS JUDICIAL
New Mexico legislature creating San
S DISTRICT, HANDED DOWN HIS
Juan county was approved, as follows:
DECISION IN THE CASE OF
"That nothing In the act approved
THE TERRITORY VS. T. C. GUT- July 3d. I88t!, 'entitled an act to proIERREZ AND 8EVERO SAN- hibit the passage of local or special
V CHEZ,
THE TWO COUNTY
laws in the territories of the Un'ted
COMMISSIONERH OF THIS
States, to limit territorial IndebtedN COUNTY, APPOINTED BY THE
ness and for other purposes' shall be
TERRITORIAL LEGISLATURE
construed to nrchiblt the creation by
TO FILL OUT THE UNEXPIR- territorial legislatures of new counties
ED TERMS OF E. A. MIERA
and the location of the county seats
AND
IGNACIO
GUTIERREZ,
thereof."
Section 2, chapter 79, apWHO, ON THE CREATION OF
proved July 19, 1888.
THE NEW COUNTY OF SAN- Section OtiO of the compiled laws of
DOVAL, WERE FOUND TO BE
New Mexico provides: "Each county
RESIDENTS OF THE LATTER
shall be divided by the first board of
COUNTY.
commissioners holding office Into three
THE PROCEEDINGS WERE
compact districts as equally in proporSOLICIBY
INSTITUTED
THE
tion to population as possible, numberTOR GENERAL OF THE TERed respectively by one, two and three,
RITORY
OF NEW MEXICO,
and shall not be subject to alteration
V THROUGH DISTRICT ATTOR- oftener than once In two years, and
NEY CLANCY, UPON INFOR- one commissioner shall be elected
MATION FURNISHED AND AF.
from each of such districts by the
FIDAVITS FILED BY MEMBERS
votes of the whole county, as herein
GANG,"
OF THE "GOO-GOprovided."
NAMASKING THAT THE TWO
Section C88 of said compiled laws,
ED COUNTY rOMMISSIONERS
"Any vacancy that may
provides:
BE OUSTED FROM OFFICE
hereafter occur In the board of counAND DECLARING THAT THE
ty commissioners of any county by
LEGISLATURE HAD NO RIGHT
reason of death, resignation, removal
V TO
APPOINT- MAKE SUCH
or otherwise, of one or more county
MENTS.
commissioners, shall be filled by apDECISION
OF THEN pointment to be made by the governor
.THE
E PUB- N of ihe territory."
JUDGE, WHICH IS
LISHED IN FULL, SUSTAINS
The foregoing comprises the statTHE ACT OF THE LEGISLA- utes of congress and of the legislature
AND
DECLARES THE
TURE
o! New Mexico on the subject matter
APPOINTMENT OF THE TWO
before us, down to the act complained
COMMISSIONERS LEGAL IN
of. It will be observed in section 1857,
EVERY PARTICULAR.
R. S. of IT. S., supra, that congress not
only conferred upon the legislative
power of the territory the authority to
The Decision.
appoint or cause to be elected In such
CounIn the District Court. Bernalillo
manner as the legislative ower may
ty. Territory of New Mexico.
provide, but It makes it the duty of
Territory of New Mexico, ex rel, the legislative power of the territory
Thomas J. Curran, et al, vs. Tomas to appoint or elect in such manner as
C. Gutierrez and Severo Sanches.
they provide the several county ofThis is an action based upon an in- ficers of the territory. The language
formation by the solicitor general of Is as follows: "All county officers
the Territory of New Mexico against shall lie appointed or elected In such
Tomas C. Gutierrez and Severo San- manner as may be provided by the
ches, to require the respondents to governor and the legislative assembly
show by what warrant or authority of each territory." It will be further
they hold the offices of members of observed that there Is nothing In the
the board of county commissioners constitution of the United States, the
of Bernalillo county.
organic act establishing the Territory
The respondents for answer to the of New Mexico, nor In any of the acts
information say, that they hold said of congress designating what county
offices by virtue of an act of the legis- officers there shall be in tre Territory
lature, approved March 10, 1903, which of New Mexico. That Is granted by
said act is In part as follows:
Implication to the legislative power or
Section 3. That T. C. Gutierrez,
blanch of the territorial government.
to fill the unexpired term of the
second district, and Severo SanContinued on page four.
ches. be and they hereby are appointed and constituted county
commissioners for the county of
AFTER CARPENTERS.
Bernalillo, as the same Is constituted after the creation of Sandoval county, and the said T. C.
Contiactor Harlan Wants Carpenteis
Gutierrez anil Severo Sanches
shall qualify as said county comfor San Marcial Depot,
missioners on or before the fifth
day of April, 19u3.
To said answer the solicitor general
files a general demurrer. The demurTALKS OF THE RIO GRANDE.
rer raises the question of the validity
of said act. If said act is invalid the
J. A. Harlan, who has the contract
solicitor gen'Tai's demurrer must be
sustained, and the respondents ad- to build the new depot for the Santa
judged to be holding said offices with- Fe road at Sau .Mart ial, came in from
out authority or warrant of law, and the south this morning, and is here tomust be ousted. If said act is valid, day to secure half a dozen or more carthe demurrer must lie overruled, and penters to go to work on the new depot. Mr. Harlan stateil that the mathe information dismissed.
Congress, in establishing the terri- terial, supposed to have been caught
torial government of New Mexico, di- in the floods and therefore indefinitely
vided its powers, as is usual in repub- ileluycd, got through all right and
lican forms of government, into the reached San Martial the other day;
executive, the legislative and the Judi-ial- . hence there will be no further delay
The executive power is vested in the erection of the new depot if he
Sec- tan get a sufficient number tif carpenin the governor of the territory.
tion 3, organic act, approved Septem- ters to work.
"Yes. the river is pretty high," said
ber 3u. IS'iO The legislative power of
the territory is vested in the governor Mr. Harlan, "at certain low points
and the legislative assembly. Section south tif this city, but there don't seem
5, organic act. supra. The "judicial to me to tie sufficient force In the rushpower of the teiritory was vested in a ing waters to stir up the quicksand to
supreme court, district courts, pro- any gnat extent, hence no damage
bate courts, and in justices of the of any consequence has so far resultpeace." Seer I. m 1". organic act. Sec- ed from the rise in the Rio Grande,
tion 8 of said oiganic act provides that (if course, should the northern sec"all township, district and county of- tions be visited by heavy rains, caustdiall be appointed ing the melting of the huge banks of
ficers.
or elected, as the case may be, in such snow, the Rio Grande would then lie
manner as shall be provided by the a mighty stream, and. if not looked afgovernor ami legislative assembly of ter, gieat damage would be the
the Territory of New Mexico." This

stctlon was amended

GOURTJEGISION

GOO-GO-

Boiler Explosion.
Gibraltar, June 9 A boiler explosion occurred today on the British
aimoured cruiser Good Hope. An officer and six men were injured.

Kentucky Murder Case.
Jackson, Ky., June 9. It was quiet
here last night and court this morning
reconvened without special Incident.
The increased guards still continues
(Continued on page eight.)
at the homes of B. L. Ewen, Mrs. Mar-cuand Mrs. Patrick. The two prisSKINNER SKINNED.
oners presented quite a different appearance this morning.
Curtis Jett
was as confidant as ever, while ThomThs Mutual Protection Society Adopts as White had wept during the night
and was despondent.

At a regular meeting of the Society
of Mutual Protection of Old Albuquerque, New Mexico, held Sunday, the
following resolution was adopted and
ordered signed by the officials of the
society for the 250 members composing the same:
Whereas, It has come to our Knowledge that a certain minister of the
gospel, by name Norman Skinner, has
deliberately lied about the native people of New Mexico and our educational
facilities, misrepresenting facts and
also insulting us in other ways; therefore, be it
Resolved, That this society, as the
parent head of similar organizations
in this county and territory, on behalf
of ourselves and the native people of
the territory denounce the said minister in the most emphatic terms for
his perversion of the truth, for his uncalled for Insults to our integrity as
citizens and demand In the name of decency and for the cause of religion
that the board of missions recall him
from this territory a an offensive Individual to the territory's hest Interests and good name.
Be it resolved, That we recommend
that other societies of similar character to ours, founded for benevolence
FOURTH OF JULY,
and to protect ourselves from just
such attacks as the one made by this
misguided S(k)inner, take action and
denounce severely the said individual
Central Labor Un'on's Plans Pro- or any other who
without cause or
reason tries to besmirch the good
gressing Nicely-Progr- am,
name of our people.
We are glad to note that almost the
whole press and people of the terriHONORARY
COMMITTEE APPOINTED.
tory are with us and have spoken out
ami stood by us to protect the character of Il'o.oiiii citizens from unwarrantThe Central Labor I'tiion's plans for ed abuse and insult.
the greatest Fourth of July celebration
JESCS ROMERO.
ever held in the southwest are boomPresident,
ing. Everything is going along nicely.
JESl'S CANDEI.ARIA,
.The different committees sre working
Vice President,
in harmony, so you see everything has
Jl'AN ANAYA,
gut to go along nicely.
Secretary,
. Last night the Central Labor union
TOM AS WERNER.
met in Carpenters' hull on West Gold
Treasurer.
avenue and everything went off in
C. IX Murphy, Desiderio Montoya.
ship like manner. The general execu- Vivian Perea. members of the council.
tive committee of the Fourth of July
Nestor Montoya, Gabriel Armijo,
celebration reported on various mat- Carlos Cervantes. Pal. In II Blassl,
ters, and on motion of the executive Jose Ignneio Garcia. Iavid Perea,
committee, President Masscy appointGonzales. hoard of directors.
ed the following honorary reception
Florencio Garcia, sergeant at arms;
committee, who will assist In welcom- S. Crollott, funeral director; Jacoho
ing out of town visitors to the celebra- .woya, guard.
tion: Mayor Charles F. Myers, Aider-meThe resolutions are signed by the
Grunsfelti. Hin..s, McKee. garri- above named officers In behalf of 250
son, llarsch, Rogers, McMillen and members.
Heaven. Judge Benjamin S. Baker.
' Sheriff T. S. llul.bell, Thomas Hughes,
Big Fire in Pekin.
W. T. McCrelght. Neiil B. Field, O. N.
Pekin, Juno 9 The extensive buildMarron, P. F. McCanna, I. A. Mac- - ings occupied by the boards of revenue
v phei son, H. B. Hening. W. S. Burke, ami rites are in flames from end to
G. I.. Bio. 'Is, F. G. Pratt, C. E. New- t r.d The revenue building contains
comer, J. . .. Rearrup. John A. Lee, four million teals. The burning build

V

ings, adjoin the legations and the foreign military guards are doing effective
service.
The Chinese fire department, equipped chiefly with banners
and gongs, is helpless.

I

O

1850

NUM HER 474

IU30ROS GET SELF
-- GOVHRNiWEMU
Gen. Wood to Be Governor
of the Island.
FREE TRADERS OF ENGLAND EXCITED
Making Efforts to End the Strike In New
York
Manila. June 9 The Philippine commission has enacted a bill providing
for the government of the Moros. Governor Taft and Major General Davis
Jointly drafted It. The measure practically makes the Moro province an
autonomous colony of the Philippines
which the Philippine government controls, and creates an appointive legislative council to provide local laws,
the commission reserving the right to
amend or annul them. The council is
to be composed of a governor, secretary, treasurer, engineer, attorney and
superintendent of schools. Governor
Taft will appoint the officials. The
bill will extend the jurisdiction of the
Philippine courts and constabulary to
the province and will recognize Moro
laws which do not conflict with American laws. The bill provides for partial military government and It is expected that Gen. Leonard Wood will
be the first governor of the military
province.

Clt.

cates are to be examined also In tha
above studies, with the following additional studies: Civil government, physics, algebra, eoology, botany and advanced pedogogy.
The board then adjourned and present and prospective teachers In our
public schools will find It plenty hard
in their future to hold their jobs or to
secure new positions If they are unable to make a creditable examination,
in the important studies bo essential
In the public schools of the day. The
territorial board, said Professor Light.
Is determined to wipe out Incompetency, if any exists, among the territorial teachers, and the candidate who
passes In the aliove studies, adopted
by the board for first and second
grades, will prove himself or herself
competent to teach the young.
ENGLISH FREE TRADE.

Home Protection Tariff Being Urged
In Parliament.
9. The approach of
London,
June
BOARD
TERRITORIAL
the first serious parliamentary brash
In the free trade protection tight filled
every seat In the house of common
Cf Education Holds Important Meet- this afternoon. Before facing the situation which must largely place them
ing Monday.
at the mercy of the liberal and Irian,
votes, the memliers of the government
attended an Important cabinet meeting
'
THE PROCEEDINGS IN FULL.
at which all the ministers were prea- ept except Gerald DaJfour, president
of the board tff trade, who la ill. BePror. C. M. Light, president of the fore the debate opened Premier Bal
normal school at Silver City, came In four ascertained from John Redmond,
from Santa Fe on the delayed passen- the Irish leader, that the nationalist
of parliament would support
ger train early this morning, and, on memliers
government.
account of late connections, had to re- the
main here several hours before proTO END 8TRIKE.
ceeding south. The professor called
at The Citizen office and gave the Rival Union Organized In New York
proceedings of the annual meeting of
City.
the territorial board of education, of
9. The delegate
York,
June
New
which he is a member, at Santa Fe on
from the sixteen unions who yesterday-lefMonday.
the meeting of the board of buildThe meeting was held at the office
body refused
of the territorial superintendent of ing trades because that
public Instruction, Governor Otero pre- to expel the material drivers' union
siding, and Col. J. Francisco Chaves, and thus end the building strike, took
secretary. All members of the board steps today to form an Independent
central labor organization. Aa soott
were present.
The following school book publish- as this Is completed It la expected,
ing firms were represented before the that the new organization will order
The American Book compa all the unions affiliated with It to hava
loard:
ny, of New York and Chicago; Ginn & their men return to work.
Co., of Boston; Maynard, Merrill &
Boston Wool Market.
Co., or New York; Silver, Burdett &
Boston, June 9. The wool market
Co., of New York; Crain & Co., of
Is quiet, with more or less Inquiry for
Kas.
The book companies were represent- merchandise but little buying. HoldHarry G. ers are very firm In naming price
ed by the following agents:
Wilson, of Chicago; W. W. Robert- even on big lots. Territory wools flna
son, of Edmonds, I. T., Oliver Stigall, staple, scoured, 5263; fine, 50&5I;
Chillicothe, Mo.; C. E. Hoenshel, of fine medium, 4748; medium, 4346
Topeka, Kas.; R. R. I.arkln, of Gallup,
N. M.; E. A. Brenneman, of Dallas,
THE COMMISSIONERS.
Texas.
The board adopted a uniform series
of text hooks for the territory at a considerably lower rate than the previous In Session, Considering Tai Rates,
contract, and the Ixtok companies are
to give bond that dealers are to sell to
and Assessments.
the patrons at the list price agreed upon, otherwise the contract will be rescinded.
AMOUNTS GREATLY INCREASED.
A resolution
was introduced and
adopted that the book companies are
The Bernalillo county commission-erto appoint agents in the several cities
were in session yesterday at tha
and towns of the territory to represent
them, and these agents are to see that court house.
The principal business was that of
tnere be no discrimination in the selling price of text books adopted by the considering tax rates and assessments
in this county. Assessor George F.
board for the territorial schools.
The board attached different quali- Albright, who has been busily engaged
fications as to scholarship to first and the past couple of months in looking
second grade certificates, and separate up the records to see who paid enough,
questions are to be prepared to be taxes and who didn't, presented the
submitted to candidates for first and commissioners a list of nearly 200
names with the amount of Increaaa
second grade certificates.
A resolution
was Introduced and that should le put on their property.
passed authorizing the territorial sup- The commissioners have set June 15
erintendent of public instruction to as the day in which anyone dlssatla-tie- d
act for the Uiard In approving the
may appear before them. The
grades given by the examining school clerk of the hoard is today notifying
boards of the various counties, thus all persons of the change in their asenabling these boards to issue certifi- sessments for the year 1!M)3.
cates to applicants very soon after exThe new assessment will foot np to
amination, except in cases of appeals. nearly $175,000 more than the old on.
Candidates for second grade certifi- No raise has as yet been mad on.
cates are to be examined, In the fut- sheep or merchandise, but thla will ba
ure, In the following studies: Reading, done later.
writing, geography, history, arithmeThe Citizen will soon publish tha
tic, physiology and elements of pedo-gog- list of those who have been raised and
some surprises wilt be in store tor
Candidates for first gTade certifi most of our readers.
To-pek-
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of Ilucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the would recognize him by the name Joties' on earth. 25 cents at all drug seph, however. He was always "Jo."
stores.
"good old Joe." but a m'ghty bad old
Jo when he was aroused.

SUBJECT.
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Editor l);.ily Citizen.
Some luniks are lies 'mm end to end
And some preal lies weie never
Si.
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Ken ministers have l een emied
,
In holy raptnie
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rattlin khnd at tiini s to vend
And nail t wi Scripture

Vh n lioliliy
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Ituri.s wrote the ahov
have had In mind some verae-Ion- s
(?) pei son closely akin to the
Rev. Norman Skinner. In a speech of
half a doen sentences theie were four
wieked lies, known ly him to he lies.
When he says "Xo man ffom New
Mexico likes to hear the truth ahout
his country." he says what he must
know to he untruth. When he asseits
that l' per cent of the Ioii.ihiii Mexican
citizens of this territory are literate,"
he utters another gross falsehood.
Then he says: "When yon put New
Mexico into statehood you are receiving into the rights of citizenship Iiii.immi
FREE HOSPITAL
human cattle, who are lught and sold
like sheep." How there can he UU.uoii
voters In a population of 2oii,iiimi, is
beyond the comprehension of any one
hut a Skinner. The fact is that the To Be Established for Consumpi.es
average vote of New Mexico is about
Between Two Territories.
35.(MWi and I unhesitatingly
assert that
there Is no more huylug and selling
of votes among them than among an
AT WORK ON PLANS.
equal number of citizens in the state
of this modern Ananias. Hut the most
deliberate and malicious lie Is when
Consumption hospitals and sanltar-urnhe says that "there are no scnools
are being planned for several
except those established by the misin both Xew Mexico and Arizosionaries." ."Oh, shame, where is thy cities
na, and the latest, according to the
Docs not this ungrateful
Mush?"
News, will he located ou a
creature know that the very city which Denver
already
site
selected near the boungiven
him shelter and support
has
boasts of schools which w ould be con- dary of the two territories. The arsidered creditable in any town in the ticle says:
"This hospital will care for those
union? The people of Albuquerque
who
are unable to pay their own expubare justly proud of their spiend.a
lic schools, and although the public penses, anil no charge will be made for
schools of Santa Fe are not what they services of any kind. Dr. T. C
formerly of Kansas City. Is now
should lie. and what they soon will be,
on the plans for the hospital
at
work
fully
the system of education here is
abreast of any city in the country. Of and it is expected that it will be opencourse, the Rev. X. S. would not con- ed within a year.
"The hospital will accommodate at
descend to notice the magnificent
li ast 125 persons.
According to the
schools, academes and colleges which
to purthe Catholic people have erected all presenta plans it8S0is proposed
acres, 320 acres of
site of
over the terr.:ory. conducted in the chase
most efficient manner by the Christian which are now under Irrigation. On
brothers, the Sisters of I.oretto and this land is a large modern brick buildother teaching orders of the Catholic ing 10i feet square, containing seventh-eirooms.
There are eleven
church, in which thousands of boys ght
and girls are taught to be good Chris- other buildings on the grounds, each
tians and loyal American citizens. containing three rooms. These build-- '
Probably the Kev. N. S. Is ignorant of ings. it is intended, shall be used by
the fact that several of these schools fiiin'lies who seek the advantages of
were established half a century ago the hospital.
"The buildings were erected some
and that many of those devoted religious, crossed the plains when 'time ago by an eastern man who
making it a home for orphans.
all Kansas was Infested by wild
tribes of liostik Indians who often Lack of support and the small number
ambushed and attacked the trains in of inmates caused the place to be
and it Is now for sale. It orig-which these holy servants of (Sod were
traveling, several of whom died and inally cost $2rn.O(in, but It has been of-- I
were buried on those desolatu deserts, fered to Dr. Bancroft for hospital purthus sacrificing their lives to the cause poses for $."i,uof). The buildings are
of God and His people. Where was all modern and are well furnished.
the Rev. Norman Skinner in those Much of the ground is under cnltiva-t:oand some fine orchards have been
troublous days? If he was alive, he did
not take his life in his hands and dare set out.
"Dr. Itaneroft is now at work perthe savages in his zeal in the cause of
education. Xo indeed, he waited for fecting the plans for securing the fund"
Lie days of the vestibule trains and the necessary to establish the hospital.
Pullman sleeper, and then he came not Although an active canvass for mon-to educate like a good Christian, but to ey has not vet been begun, he has revilify, misrepresent and slander the ceived several offers of funds.
"It is the Intention to have the home
people, all the people, without exception, who haw extended their hospi- incorporated urder the national gov-eminent, thus making it perpetual
tality to him. (Jo home, Norman, go (The
present plans include the making
home, we love truthful men here and
you are not one. If you ever hail any of the president of the I'nited States
usefulness here you have outlived it. honorary president, with a board of
iliriwfnv
rnnmrin.l nf tlin governors
A. I.. MORRISON.
Adios.
of all the sta'"s."
A Serious Mistake.
"I have been troubled for some time
E. C. DeWni & 0. is the nan.e of
the til in. w ho mr' e the genuine Witch witii indigestion and sour stomach."
i.azel Salve. IK Witts is the Witch says Mrs. Sarah W. Out is, of Lee,
Cham- Hazel Salve that heals without leav- Mass.. "and have been
J (111119
II
Mil
ing a sear. It. is a serious mistake to '" I.I II !
CI
il IIO
use any other. DoWitt's Witch Haztl which have helped me verv much so
Salve din s blind, bleeding, itcliitiL; That now I can eat many things that
and protruding idles, burns, hruisi s. befure I could not." If you have any
eczema and nil skin diseases. Suld by trouble with your stomach why r.ot
li. 11. linggs & Co. and S. Vann & Son. take these tablets and get well'.' For
sale by all drucgis' :.
More Books for Library.
A ci.mpb'te M l of Hani n.ft's
Tlie work of bioadeuing tin-ovolumes bound in
s. thirty-fivthe Mexlc in National has pr
lerther. are now on lie shelves of the ed now as far as (Jonales, a
Albuquerque Public Library. These about two hundred and fifty kilometto all for ers south of S.in Luis Pole si.
books will prove inteu-tin- g
he
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Schlitz Means
The best materials the best that money can buy.
A brewery as clean as your kitchen; the utensils as clean.
The cooling done in filtered air, in a plate glass room.
The beer aged for months, until thoroughly fermented, so
it will not cause biliousness.
The beer filtered, then sterilized in the bottle.
You're always welcome to the brewery for the owners are
proud of it.
E.kln.
Moltnl
Autnmatla
And the size of it proves that
Ill SontliNoKim St
U, Alliwuerum.
Tliuae
people know the worth of

cihlm
Ait

jr Ikl
ftrtU'trf

Bottling.

The Beer That Made Milwaukee Famous
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ultimatum that's the word. Isn't It.
nltimatim? and he felt for his gun.
"That's all he did. P' lore he could
get It out .loe had three hob s in him
and he was fl.it on the II m down and
out.
"'It's a pity.' said .loe. a lie put up
l is revolver, s'glu d and
nai 'tie l with
his head toward his f.Hoiite bottle.
but vne of us had to lw ' " Denver i.
Post
who visit
Santa Fe
years ago will remember "Joe" Stinson. who conducted a saloon and gambling resort on San Fra:u Ken street,
near the plaza and illicitly opposite'
!," was
'.lie Claire hotel corner.
throw n in company with plenty of real
and allege.) "bad men," and The Cit'zen could. If in a reminiscent mood.
recite several very int' ii
early
life ttoi ies w hich were relat-- d
by
Stinson himself some fifteen (r twenty
years ago. Stinson finally hnd to fear
advtrsily; drink and poor luck at gam-- j
bling intling down h's funds to few
pennies, and at last, being an obi sol-dior, he was .enf to the Santa Monica
home of southern California.
Since that time "Joe" Stinson has
passed out of existence, and his
now lie buried in the cemetery,
of the soldiers' home.)
lOld-timei-

Quiet Time.

..Albuquerque9 s Largest Store..

I
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-

HJQO Lz&Xs
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Was our MUSLIN UNDERWEAR SALE.

Wc have
to continue offering the same great values untiljt.it

decided

Wednesday Might, June the lOth

Ladles and Children Invited.

All lauies and children who cannot
stand the shocking strain of laxative'
syrups, cathartics, etc., are invited to

try the famous Little Early Risers.
I'hcy are different from all other pills.
.icy do not purge ue system. Even a
many chapters to tell all about "Joe"
loitble
will not gripe, weaken or
Stinson, but It is well worth while to sicken; dose
many people call them the1
wait while "Hilly" (taker tells of the Easy Pill. W. H. Howell. Houston,
killing of "Wally" Henderson, a job Tex., says nothing better ran he used
which "Joe" attended to one morning
or constipation, sick headache, etc.
lob Moore, Lafayette, I ml., says all
at the early hour of 4, to avoid un'
llhers gripe and sicken, while De
necessary excitement and the disturbWitt's
Early
Risers do their
little
ance of the sleepy inhabitants. "n!lly"
work well and easy. Sold by B. H.
tells it something like this:
Hriggs & Co. and S. Vann & Son.
"I had blown in from Dodge City.
Kan., and had gore In with Joe In the Big Train Load of Cattle Over the
saloon business. Of course that meant
Santa Fe.
a gambling place with a booze attachThe largest trainload of cattle to
ment. OrolnarMy, I attended to the leave El Paso this season, left over
liar and Joe dealt faro while a hired the Santa Fe line yesterday for Coloman of ours ran the high bull poker rado. The train contained thirty-thregame.
ars of Mexifan cattle consigned to
"Joe was a b'g. good natured fellow W. M. Kandull. for his ranch. This
when he was sober, but he was a bad was the first train of cattle to leave
man when he got his load on. He Kl Paso by way of that line since the
didn't pick any trouble, even when he hlpment of live stock was blocked
was full, but he was awful ready when several days ago owing to the high
he thought it was up to him. Several water in Kansas. Kl Paso News.
times he lost all we had between us
Cuts, Bruises and Burns Quickly
by an unlucky deal or two and, when
Healed.
he lost heavily, he used to wind up by
Chamberlain's Pain Halm Is an
smashing all the furniture and glassliniment, and when applied
ware In the place and inviting every- 'o cuts, bruises and
burns.
ausea
body In 'till the booze was all drunk them to heal without maturation and
up.
much more quickly than by the usual
"It was along about
when Wally tieatment. ror saie by all druggists.
Henderson drifted into camp. He was
Remember, while it lasts, eight bars
a mysterious, quiet, drinking sort of
a cuss. tall, black moustached and gen- of the best laundr- soap for 25 cents.
At the No Name store.
tle in his manner Hut his reputation
came along with him and the wildest
Point lace embroidery materials at
of the boys went slow with him, for Mrs. Wilson's.
it was known that he would shoot, and
o
D. WE.ILLER & CO.,
it also leaked out that he was a marksAgents
for tne finest brands of all
man from whence, who had laid out
kinds of groceries in the territory. The
several pretty confident fellows.
..old avenue grocers.
New Man Assumes Charge.
"I was 'tending bar about that time.,
Summer Excursions via the D. & R. G.
and one night Henderson came quietRailroad.
ly in and took charge of the place.
Heginning June 5 the Denver & llio
" 'Don't you go behind that bar,' he
Grande railroad will sell summer exsaid to me, as I returned after being cursion tickets
from Santa Fe at the
out about five minutes.
'You may following very low prices:
think you own this place, but I'm runSanta Fe to Denver and return,
ning it for the time being.'
$22.55.
"Well, you may believe, I didn't go
Saina Fe to Pueblo and return,
behind. Then Wally asked everybody $19.55.
up and he went behind and set 'em
Santa Fe to Colorado Springs and
up to everybody.
Joe was dealing return, $17.55.
faro at the time, but he was fairly soSanta Fe to Glenwood Springs and
ber and didn't appear to be taking any return, $28.05.
right
He
along
went
notice of him.
Stopovers allowed at and north of
w'th his game and let Wally run Pueblo and stopovers will be allowed
things, ami smiled grimly when he in either direction for parties desiring
saw Wally giving away everything to make any of the following side
wc had on the shelves.
trips at one fare for the round trip,
"After awhile Henderson took a viz: Sal Ida to points between Uunnl-sodrunken whim to close up the place,
and Cimarron. Alamosa to all
and he drew his revolver and ordered points on Creede branch and from
me to close.
to Pagosa Springs.
" Must do as I tell you and you won't
i sale until October
Tickets will
have no trouble.' he said, and I looked
5th and are good returning until Ocoer to Joe for instructions. Joe nod- tober 31.
ded to me and began putting out the
.1. H. DAVIS.
lights and Joe put away his faro layAgent. Santa Fe, N. M.
out and told the boys everything was
S. K. HOOl'KK,
off for the niiiit. Henderson secnie.f
(Jen. Pass and Ticket, Agt,
satisfied, but he m'M appeared to have
Denver, Colo.
his grudge at Joe.
(Homestead Kntrv No. 5511.)
Joe when the place was about closed
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and we were all coming out.
"Til kill y.ei some time." tie said to Depattment of the liit. uor, land otllce
"'Ml liuht. said Joe. calmly, for he at Santa Fe, N. M.. May 18, 19o:i.
Notice is hereby given that the folv as in a peculiarly amiable mood that
night, 'but don't let me catch you at lowing named m ttler has filed notice
it. Wally.' and that was their good of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
iiight.
proof will be made before the probate
Turned the Trick.
"I slept badlv and was up early, for clerk of He.nalillo county, at Albuthere was something in the manner of querque, N. M on June 27th, P.I03, viz:
Joe that made me feel that there Clinton C. Jones, for the N V N W U
would be somebody to bury before S K 4 X W V S W ',4 N E Vi Sec. 27,
long. I got up at 4 o'clock and went T 10 N, It 4 K.
He names the following witnesses to
down and opened up by candle Tght
There was no need of it. but I felt like prove his continuous residence upon
I
had to be up and about and doing snd cultivation of said land, viz: Jacob
Loebs, of Albuquerque, N. M., Don J
something.
"I hadn't any more than swept out llankln of Albuquerque, N. M. David
I'sually he was up Weilter of Albuquerque, N. M., John
till Joe came in.
Stobbe of Albuquerque, N. M.
late and didn't rise before lo o'clock.
MANUEL li. OTERO,
"'What's the matter?' I asked.
,
Register.
" 'Nothing; I was restless, that's all,
and I got up and dressed. Want any
help?'
"1 told him everything was all right
Nothing lias ever equalled it.
and he seemed very content, only he
No'hinf can ever surpass it.
kept glancing toward the door.
"'He hasn't sent you any message,
has he?' I asked.
"'No; but he'll be here early.' said
Joe, 'and he won't expect to find nn
but he will. There's going to be no
more disturbance about this place.'
inHi
iirinullio. Price
M
IIS
"He. had hardly got through saying
it when Wally Henderson walked in.
He wasn't half sobered up yet.
I'or All Tlirrat and
A Perfect
'
" 'Hill.' he said. 'I want a
then
I.img Tnulues.
Cure ;
he stopped. He saw Joe. He seemed
Money back if it faK. Trial Bottle free.
to feel that Joe had issued a mental
A

It would take a big book of a good
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This add space for announcement Wednesday Night.
that will surely interest you will be here
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Dr. King'i
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Summer Excursion Rates
r

TO THE PACIFIC COAST

San Francisco and return
Los Angeles or Redondo

$55.00
35.00

..Dates of Sale Every Tumoay,
Thursday and 8aturday during nwnttta
of May, June, July, August and
tember.
Limit November SO,
Stopovers within limit of ticket eut
and west of Barstow.

Santa Monica, Long Beach or
East San Pedro
35. 0t
San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00

For further Information call

F. L. Myers,

ri;'.'

Santa

at ticket office

Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque, N. AL
Suhserlhe for The Citizen.
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Subscribe for The CItlsea.
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NEWSPAPERS

MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
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"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mounts,"
AKKIV K FROM THE NORTH.
"Letter Platinum Prints" on sale at
1. California Express.... 7:16 p.m.
Sunta Fe tlektt olllee for 25 cents. Call No.
Mo 7. Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:06 p.m.
and see samples. F. L. Myers, agent.
No. 3, California Limited. .. .10:40 a.m.
o
LEAVE OUINQ NORTH.
The Citizen is t ho people's paper. It
Vo. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
(f iilains the news, too.
No. 4, Chleago Limited
12:09 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES
FROM
SOUTH.
Mo. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10vm.
For Piles, tluni'- - Sores
LEAVES OOINQ SOUTH.
No. 27, Muxleo Express
11:00 pm
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
2,
No.
Express
Atlantic
8:05 a.m.
Railroad Time Tables No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:69 p.m.
No 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
&
Kio
Denver
Grande System No. 1. California
ExnrpHH
.
No 3, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m.
SANTA FE BRANCH.
No. 7, Mex.
Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
Time Table No. 71.
No. 7 will carry mall from the ast
nd No. .1 from the went
(L'lTectlve WedncBduy, April 1, 1903.)
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
and they arrive dally.
Last llouuU
West iiouud
Local freight No. 99, going south,
lo. 42ti
No. 425 "ferries passengers.
U:U0 am Lv.. .Santa Fe. ..Ar 6:20 pro
r. k. MTERS. Agsnt
11 :U0 a in
Kspanola. .... , 3:00 pin

WfMTC

CURTIS
iO

C:35pui

Antonito
8:50 pm,
Alamosa
3:05 am
Pueblo
7:15amAr... Denver

.10:05 am
7:35am
j
I

...Lv

6:10 am
1:37 am
9:30pm

4KoeeceKe

FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Trains run daily except Sunday.
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
Connects with main line trains at
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
Antonito for Durango, Silverton and
BATHS AND
SANITARY
points west, at Alamosa for Denver,
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
Colorado Springs, Pueblo and IntermeLARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
diate points, also with narrow guage
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
via Salida for same points via the
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
ivOYAL GORGE line and for all points
PLAN
on the Creede branch, at Pueblo and
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Salida for all points east or west and
proprietor and Owner.
at Denver for all points east.
For rates, sleeping car reservations,
etc., call on or address,
A. E.
J. H. DAVIS,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
FIRE INSURANCC
S. K. HOOPER,
Gen. Pass and Ticket, Agt.,
kecretary Mutual Balldlsf Assoelatloa
Denver, Colo.
OSeeat J. V. Baldrldf e's Latnher Yard

WALKER

CO.

Badaracco
Dealer
fa

Proprietor of the Summer
All kinds of Country Prodaee
and Hold.
Goods Delivered Fre to all
the City.

Cvto
Bom&M

Parte

aC

Corner of Third and Tljere
Albuquerque
New Metdea

If you want to
Advrrti.se in newsp.ipt'TS

E.

HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N. M'

TO

Oeneral Merchandise and
Liquors

I

1:05 pin

!

NEWKALL

AHOILCB, CAlrVOWMIA

G.

(

1:05 pmj
Kuibudo
3:40 pm...Tres Piedras. .

rots

anywhere at anytime
call on or write
C. Pake's Adrertisinr, Agency
tti'tift MiTi hauti
- cat.
Sn Francisco tulium

TheI1f ICEBERG
im
W. Railroad

r

The finest line of Liquors and

All patrons and

rHejsw

n

frteada cordially testa,
ed to Tlslt "The leaherg." I was
served every

ay.
STEVE BALUNd,

j

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQUORS

We aandle everytnla
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,
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Distillers Acwte
Special distributor Taylor ft
LoulstUle, Kealaeky.
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that power either to the people
to elect, or to tho governor, or t some-onelse, to anpo'nt, or such vacancies,
mt'st continueNeither tlie governor
no; IN- prop!: I ,ive Inh-r- e nt power, or
any i o' , r, t
, vac ancles In the office of countijiimlssdonrrs unless
I them by the
such power i c
pr.v. ".
!f t'l" 1' gislntivc now-o(ill pitch vacancies,
cannot di- - !
power anthnr-'- t
t' ' ha I t1 !
h n iwt'r to anv per.
to ''1 enson or povyons ? In ih.ivt, 's It
" llllve power to delr
for til-vnt" to rtberr. o .'o tliat which it hp'
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"King of Bottled Beers"

IRON BEDS

sold in 1902.

tapf?

Th Uaniel
ii e' for
the solicitor Reneral
If
space to local
t r considcral-l(government, anl contends that if the
legislature can annolnt officers In this
manner he
''Ire and fearful result. Wr. are net called upon to
JepreBy our views of the viitucs of lo
cal
nor to pre l vt
effects noon the people in case the lawIs upheld by the court.
It Is our

t'"

Th

I

Yimi a

at
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Anything to Put Into a House.

Our

Intsallment Plan.

.

,,

ft j

FUR
your own prices

Brewing Ass'n

Anheuser-Busc-h

-

AND STAPLE

product of

whole duty to decide what the law is;
r
i'i'n.
llnlrm ironiill HIIfi. Ii.v ti'l a'i
von lui'ijli!
not what it onht to be. We are callc. w. KUNZ. Wholesale Dealer. Albuqtteroue.
ed upon to construe what congress. In
s'loes toil! weiv J) 'I'll j ih
its wisdom, meant when It said, "all sentatlve, lays great stress upon the al" were surplursage ami must stand
nlvi'1-.is.'- il
and
loudly
c nnty officers thall be appointed or cur" of Morrison v. nuiKhart, 112 Pa.,' for naught, because they are Included
smart in aj),Kir r.ice, it.
elected. In pii'h manner as shall be
to tit
made w.lh, no reir-ti'It Is difficult to understand how In the words "any vacancy." We be- n'o-ileby t'l" governor and the leg- Vii
islative asscm dv " Would It not lie one could apply the principles of that lleve it to be a universal rule of con- ill n:fc."or stiuction to say that the
htinction t :i .4 when eenernl words fol.
Tie one shoe for women for fit is t'.ie "Quee t
,.,..
,
.,.)d ,i,
later taie meant the people, shell, the legislature of Pennsylvania
walki
g.
easy
for
Quality." Try them
In
counties of not more R(in(,ral wor,,g arp conflnPrt, in mean.
0" the govern. r. had the Inherent or provided that
OXFORDS, $2.50.
BOOTS, $3.00.
primary legal right to fi'l vacancies In 'han 15U.000 ror less than 10.000 In- ,nf? ,Q thp thngs of ,ke klnd an(, na.
Special Styles 50c extra.
,iRBnfe.l bv the sneciflc words.
the offices of rountv commissioners? habitants, the fees of the prothonotary ,
be changed
Fast color eyelets. Do not wear brassy.
and that they
Would it not do extreme violence to
Sutherland on Stat. Const, sec.
ho!ild have an Increase In fees for
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cu"' mother to: gue? It Is contended
t'ir.t the appointment of Gutierrez and services from the inhabitants of the
Jensen v. State, 19 X. W. Rep.
378 (Wis.).
Sanches by the legislative enactment county that should be called upon
complained of, was local and special. to do business with such officer. The
State v. D 'nnison, 82 N. W. Rep.
regulating th? affairs of Bernalillo supreme court of the state of Penn383 (Neb.).
county. The appointment by the legis sylvania held that that was regulating
In the Wisconsin case, supra, an
lative power of Gutierrez and Sanches the affairs of counties Why, of course Indictment was found under a section
it was. They also say: "The prothlatlon to New Mexico as section 4, ar- as county commissioners of Bernalillo onotary is a county officer. While his of the law which provided, "if any
lo
county
special
certainly
and
was
tavern keeper or other person shall
COURT DECISION.
ticle 20 cf the constitution of Califor- cal legislation. In the very nature of fees when received by him are his pri- sell, give away, or barter any intoxinia has to the State oi California, and things it had to be; but we cannot vate property, they are paid by the cating liquors on the first day of the
(Continued from page 1.)
it will be observed that sai l section 4 concede that it was "regulating countv people of the county, not, Indeed, as- week, commonly called Sunday, or on
The duties of county com sessed upon nil the tax payers as a the day of the annual town meeting, or
When such offices have been created provides, "tliat nil officers or commls-- '- Affairs
appoint- mlssioners ar spec'flcally prescribed salary would be. but upon all citizens the annual election, such tavern keepor
election
whose
sioners
offill
to
these
where is the rwer
ment Is not provided for by this con- - by the statute of the territory: When who have business with the office or er or other person so offending, shall
fices, an! by what means? Referring
stitut'on and all officers or commls-- , a county commissioner compiles with litigation in the courts. Every citi- he deemed guilty of a misdemeanor."
to section 18oc. supra, we nnu mat aiilFloner8 wnos? offices and duties may the law. he acts as a county commls zen of the county may he affected by The words "or other perr?"." following
county officers shall be ap- - hereafter bp created by law, shall be sioner; when he does anything else such an act, and most of them surely the wrfrds "tavern keeper" would
will be." And when they are affect- seem to have been used In the very
pointed or elected In such manner as elected by the people or appointed as he is not a countv commissioner, but ed
by such an r.ct thev pay more, and broadest
will
You
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The
affairs
dinrect."
legislature
The indictment
an
individual.
acts
sense.
as
the
may be provided by the governor and
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the aggregate the rltizejis of the charged the ded'endant with having
supra,
coun857,
machinery
of
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S..
the
business
and
legislative assembly of each terri-- observe that section
were compelled' to pay more sold liiiuor on Sunday in violation of
tory." Dy this act of congress the sole provides "That all county officers shall ty is not affected or regulated differ county
what' was done, than they had
for
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by
change
in
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a
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ently
elected
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this statute, without changing his ocofcounty
power
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and exclusive
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former act, and as this was cupation. The lower court held that
pre
fices Is vested in the legislative pow- ner as nitty tie ininit-- i i' mr ,,,1-- sloners. There is but one way
each scribed for all county commissioners aToilicable onlv to certain counties, it the words "or other person" Included
er, with authority to delegate such nor and legislative assembly of sim!-, to act, and
that Is in compllanceJftt'h became local, and special, and affect- any and all persons. The supreme
power to the voters of the several territory." They are strikingly
In all the the law of the territoryjVWen one ed the regulation of the affairs of court of Wisconsin, however, in conprovision
no
being
lar,
there
mancounties, to be exercised In such
In the case at bar there is struing this section of the law said:
ner as may be provided by the legisla- laws establishing the Territory of New commissioner drsjJpVout and another counties. change
There is
of salary:
since then. iHVsVrri!nrc, there Is no change in no such
"The words ' tavern keeper' inditive power; or the legislative power Mexico or acts of congress
one cent less cated very clearly the class of persons
nor
single
one
"Fcent
lr.ore
a
crymrty
county
county.
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not
for
provides
of
jthat
the
affairs
the
By
cas
may appoint such officer..
the
naid. In other words, the machine against whom the ac t was aimed, and
ual observer It would be contended fleer or the filling ofajhgle county commissioner is no more a part of the
to the leg'slative affairs of the county than Is the en- moves along just the same, only It the general words, 'other persons
that It la a vested right in every com-- ! office.
engineer.
must under the familiar rule, noscitnr
munity, or at least every c
iwer to appoini or eieci. ui Cali gineer a part of the locomotive. Let has a different
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elect Its
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so,
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tended so as to Include all persons."
regulation
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at the last" menfioned act of congress, provisionby may
leg- tion 688 of th-- compiled laws of New- and cite a long list of authorities in
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appointed,
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less
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people,
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elected
inno
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we find that the voter has
It support of such constrile-tion- .
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direct; and islative power, instead of acting and Mexico as hereinbefore quoted.
herent right, and, in fact, the only way us the legislature may
men further sav "the words 'tavern keeper'
last
said
observed
that
will
he
by
con
In
power
it
vested
elected
lining
officers
the
held
that
in which a county can have county of- there it is
itself gress directly, delegated it to the gov- tioned section provides; that "any va as used in this statute, clearly means
fices and county officers Is through or appointed by the legislature electnot
ernor to appoint, or to the people to cancies that may hereafter occur in a person a part at least of whose
were
provision
a
such
under
by
It
power
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the legislative
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the
with
elect? Would tuing that power sec the board of county commissioners of business
conflict
in
appointed
or
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congress, and that Instead of it being
by reason of death,
any
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the rule above
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apply
liqours,"
and
the
hereinbeit
from
handed,
free
law
ond
the
In
all
countty of- constitution
a local
removal or otherwise, shall be quoted. "The words 'other persons'
provis- urged? Had ( litical parties nominatficers may be appointed by the legis- fore cited there is no express
offilled by appointment by the gover- must be held to mean persons whose
ed, and of the nominees two Individ-tallative power, or by delegating such ion for filling vacancies in county
not the in nor." In the rase at liar the govern- business either In whole or in part is
ofwould
elected,
an
create
power
been
to
In
the
fices.
power to some person or persons, engrant' or could not fill by reason of a va to sell such drinks." In the Nebraska
fice. Is implied the power to fill the divlduals thus elected have been
tirely Ignoring the right of local
cancy occurring ny ueain, resignation case, supra, Dennison was indicted
privileges
grant
exclusive
folly
special
to
and
ed
and the right of the peo- office. It would be mere
There Is not mentioned under section 225 of the criminal code,
pro- immunity or fmhrhhe (if It be a fran or removal.
means
no
with
create
power
to
the
ofple of each county to elect its own
power
to fill vacancies do the filling of vacancies caused by
which is as follows: "If any person
offices.
For
chisel?
such
of
filling
for
vided
the
ficers. The following case Is of much
It Is implied
go
enactment,
unless
to
compelled
shall open or establish as
we
not
assume
are
may
we
not
and
I
we
think
assistance to us In construing section Therefore,
The duty owner or otherwise, any lottery or
1857. R. S.. supra, and in the word "otherwise."
1857, R. 8., supra. In this case. Peo- that no one will contend but what back to section
or filter it through of defining the word "otherwise" as game of chance in this state," etc.
ple ex rel Waterman, v. Freeman, 80 there is a power somewhere to fill a dther take it direct
by the legisla used by the legislature, is imposed The indictment charged that Dcnnison
provided
agency
some
been
has
office
in
an
vacancy
that
Cal., 233 (22 Pac. Rep. 173, a statute
We might inquire why the opened and established a lottery or
it is the legis upon us.
all
power?
After
of
power
the
tive
legislative
by the
Is construed.
The stattf California
delegated to the gov game of c hance within the state. After
power
legislative
it.
solid
The
does
con
power
that
lie
lative
ute provided that the state library Is territory. It certainlyanycannot
at the Jury was sworn, defendant's attorernor the authority to fill
through his learned repr
except
general,
power
tor
Is
there
that
tended
under the control of a board of trustoil. Certainly the legislature would ney objected to the introduction of any
ees, consisting of five members electnot have delegated such power had testimony for the reason that the In
ed by the legislature In Joint conventhere been a vacancy occurring while dictment did not slate a crime, be
tion assembled, and holding their ofthe legislature was In session. The cause it did not allege that Oennison
fices for the term of four years. The
sessions of the legislature being limit- opened and established a lottery as
action was one on "information in the
ed by law to sixty days, tliat leaves owner, or in some similar capacity
nature of quo waranto, instituted by
the balance of two years in which no The objection to the Introduction of
through
special
general
attorney
the
vacancy could be filled unless such testimony wae sustained, and the ele
counsel, upon the relation of W. K.
power to fill had been delegated to fendant was discharged. Under a rule
Waterman, governor of the State of
some person or persons. If no pro- of prae-tiein Nebraska, the prosecutCalifornia, against A. C. Freeman, to
vision had been made by the legislat- ing attorney may file exceptions in the
test his right to hold the office of
ive poyer to fill vacancies, could they supreme court to the rule of the lower
trustee of the state library under and
have been filled?. Yes: by the legis- court, for the purpose of having the
by virtue of Pol.. Code Cal. section
lative power, and by it only. If the law settled, and it was done In this
2292." It was contended upon the part
legislature intended that any vacancy case. The supreme court said: "it
of the relator, that the appointing to
that may occur shall be filled by ap- was not error on the part of the lower
office was Intrinsically, essentially and
point mint by the governor, who would court to exclude evidence under the
exclusively an executive function, and
point out vacancies information claimed to allege a crime
it
therefore that It could not be exercaused bv death, resignation or re- under section 225. and which did not
part
cised by the legislature. On the
moval? It would be a serious charge allege the capacity in which the deof respondent it was contended that
Br.alnst the legislative intelligence that fendant acted In opening and estabthere Is a specific provision In the conit meant any vacancy that might oc- lishing the lottery therein mentioned."
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stitution permitting the legislature to
cur shall be filled by appointment by In short, a perusal of the Nebraska
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thus appoint, citing section 4 of ar
tin governor, afti'r employing the lan- case, supra, discloses the construcyou
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ticle 20 of said constitution, which
guage It did If the word "otherwise" tion that the word "otherwise," folyou
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If
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until
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"All officers or swell
reads as follows:
lowing the word "owner" was restrict- by
taking
e"ASCARET is to be construed to mean "any
commissioners whose election or ap- ate, you'ci take my advice and keep your Inside cool
by
words,
then
"caused
the
pointment Is not provided for by this Candy Cathartic every night before going to bed. Thew work whlio you sleep reason of death, resignation or reniov- (Continued on par five.)
constitution, and all officers or com and keep you regular In the hottest weather.
B.isBloners whose offices or duties may
hereafter be created by law shall be that of the legislative power in the
elected by the people or appointed,
"fT-:.-- .j
as the legislature may direct." The first instance to provide the manner
,
minremn court in passing upon this anil means of tilling all offices of the
in question here.
question Baid: "On the contrary. It kind and charae-tehad not only been decided in other We have cited authority for the crestates of the union under constitutions ating of new count b. s in the territory.
substantially This, of course, implies the authority
All Hard Wood, Charcoal Filled, White Knamel lined
containing provisions
equivalent to the Bectlons above quot to change the old counties. So, when
Car Load Just Received
ed from our own, that the legislature Sandoval coiiniy was created the act
It
Hernalillo
creating
with
interfered
could fill offices by itself created, but
our own supreme court constmlng county, both as to territory and as to
identical provisions of our own con its officers. It created the vacancies
stitution had come to the same con of county commissioners in Hernalillo
elusion." From a careful perusal of countv. The contention and issue in
this California rase, it will be seen this case is, how, or by whom shall
the said vacancies be filled; or, more
that the court clearly and distinctly
nets out the three departments of gov tersely expressed, had the legislative
Ice Picks and Ice Shredders Htc. Full Line of Gasoeminent and discusses whether or not power of the territory authority to
authority
line Stoves and Summer Kitchen Utensils,
section 4 of Art. 20 of the constitution fill these vacancies? If the
Infringed upon the executive depart to fill county offices was vested in the
ment. After holding that it did not legislative power of the territory by
T-It then finds that the legislature may congress, as expressed in said section
This 1857, It. S., supra, it was tbe duty of
fill offices by itself created.
the
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eeuis to have a very close resemb the legislative power (comprising
assembly)
legislative
governor
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consideration
11:5-115-1Stift-lance to the case under
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Section 1857, supra, has the same re-- to fill said vacancies, or It must delet
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CHIFFONIERS

1

Is opening up well. Try it.

,i,

0. W. STRONG'S SONS

Golden Rule Drv Goods Company

j

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST

117 W.R.

Auto. Rhone 438
Colo. Phone S3

1

1

1

R.Ave
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ROSen field

;

107 South Second St.

Money Loaned on all kinds
of Personal I'roperty.
Xiig Bargains in unredeemed
pledges.
Business strictly confidential
Lending pawnbroker in the
city.

-

s

We also do all kinds of
Watch and Jewelry repairing
at reasonable prices. Work
guaranteed. Railroad watches
and French clock repairing a
specialty. Eye Glasses fitted
scientifically by a graduated
optician.

107 South Second St.

Rosenfield

-

reslg-nptio-

leg-lativ- e

cre-ute- d

ot

Alaska Refrigerators

rrT;--

r

"The World's Best"

I

Wedding Presents for June Brides
In these days when so many
many wedding rumors are in

hearts are made as one, and when so
the air, one wonders "What shall I give

for my wedding present?" Let
"Libby" glass of course. It is
prices are no higher than others
have nice little pieces as low
at higher prices.

us suggest to you Fine Cut Glass
beBt. None so good, and the
charge for ordinary makes.
We
as $2.00 to $5.00. Beautiful designs

the very

T. Y. MAYNARD
SECOND STREET
1

19 SOUTH

Mall orders receive prompt

BACHEC HI

T

HM

I rriM
IK

K V CO

CO.,

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
AND BAR SUPPLIES . . .
Agents for Lemp's St. Louis Drought and Mottled lSeers;
also Hunter Rye, Old Plantation and Edge wood Whiskies,

PRICES GIVEN ON APPLICATION
Albuquerque, N. Mex.

109 South First Street

PLEASURE FOR ALL....
ee

ck of Read
our nice new
Wagons for

$45.00

Ice Cream Freezers

W

&

Wholesale Dealers In

WHITE MOUNTAIN

i

Open Evenings

attention

Huggies S5SOO, all fully

guaranteed

Largest stock of Vehicles ever brought
to the West, Special Low
Prices Now.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque.'New.Mexico

rut

PERSONAL PhQPERTY LOANS.

i

W. DENNETT

Whofmlm

,

fftmil

mnd

'

Navajo
Blankets

t

Indian and
Mexican Curios

1

5

Pianos, organs, 'lorscs.
Wagons and other Chattels,
Iso on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. Oue
to twelve months time is ?iven.
WJi.inut delay and strictly p:ivate.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OCR RATKrt before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 on 14 Grant rtulWini?,
305 West Railroad Menne

First St.,

WANTED.

Albuquerque, N.

WANTED Few coal diggers at Carthage mines. Address A. H. Hilton,
Snn Antonio, N. M.
ANTED Help in the dining room
of the Chafing Dish, Commercial
Club Duilding.
WANTED Situation as cook or as
cook and housekeeper; good home,
country or city. Give particulars.
Address, Housekeeper, Citizen office.
WANTED Girl for general housework; good wages. 402 South Edith

M.

SURPRISING HOW LONG LASTING
r
our carpets really are. Your
is amazed on discovering a
long forgotten bill that her parlor carpet was bought twenty years ago. We
are not surprised. Neither will you be
If you examine them thoroughly. They
are cheap because they last so long.
I.inen warp mattings, linoleum and
everything to cover the floor.
Brj.nd-mothe-

COPYRrlT.

o

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

o

-
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L B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Grain
and Provision!
lots

Cmr

FARH
Railroad Avenue

North Fourth street.
FOR RENT Furnished kitchen, pantry, dining and bed rooms, $15 per
AND FRKIQHT WAGON5,
Enquire at Minneapolis
month.
Albuquerque
house. South Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath In private family. 516 North
Second street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
without board; also furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
FREE MUSEUM
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellhoefer.
ABE GOLD, Proprietor FOR RENT From May 1 to SepL 1,
the Highland Hotel, will rent rooms
San Francisco Street,
at $10.00 per month and up.
Corner Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
found southwest

1859

N. M.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Saddle pony. Apply at
INDIAN AND
815 Mountain road, Eighth street.
f
FOR SALE A two and
horse
MEXICAN CURIOS
power gasoline engine in good order.
The largest and best stock of
Enquire of Roderick Stover, opposite
Indian Baskets, Blankets, PotRobinson park.
tery, Etc., in the country.

1'

5!

j

one-hal-

JV

41

Mexican Drawn Work a SpecLOANS.
ialty,
MONEY
TO
LOAN
In sums to suit
Don't fail to call and see us
Address, postofflce box 383, Albuwhen in the city.
querque, N. M.

SEND

D.

.A

.

JD XJ

IT

FOR

CATALOGUE

IVE

A.

IN

UKlVAIUEn OF

Win--

Mills

11ml

Itepnirs

Job Carpentering and Painting
Leave orders at Dunbar's office.

or

Residence 7 1 7 S. Edith St

THIRD SIliKUT

iltXM

ders at

21t;

Leave
North Third street.

ROSE PLANTS.
Two and three year plants
and bloom, this week only.
IVES, THE FLORIST.

mm

SAUSACE FUTOSY.

In bud

DAY LIGHT

t0
0

i

Bm

TYPEWITER, THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITER.
IF INTERESTED IN ANY WAY IN THE BEST WOltK FROM THE BEST
MACHINE. A POSTAL CARD WITH VOtR ADDESS WILL BE
THOROUGHLY APPRECIATED. ADDRESS,

MALTHOID - ROOFING
NEEDS NO PAINTING.
Put Up In Rolls Complete With Fixtures tor Laying.
bility Guaranteed

J.

Write for Booklet

C. BALDRlDCE,

ooooo

POO

M.

an. Samples

St

New Mexico
Ml

SPRING MEDICINE
THE FRESHEST LINE OF FOOTS, HERBS AND

Proprietor.

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

I

FORJTHE BLOOD

YVOKKS

All Kind of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron Work to Order

STREET

YORAN

XXXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

OOOOOOOO'kOOO

Tealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
S16 SECOND

...

J.

J?

J.

EVER

MADE

IN ALBUQUERQUE AND

SO THE BEST CARPET
COSYHIOHT

EVER

ALVAL-UE-

S

OFFERED

We are showing the latest patterns direct from the
leading carpet manufacturers-a- ll new and
goods for
people. We want you to
our goods and prices in Linoleum, Oil Cloth, examine
Matting
and rugs. Wo offer some special good values and can
save you money.
up-to-da-

up-to-da-

te

te

ZEIGER CAFE
ProprietoKS3fi
QUICKEL & BOTHE,

!

J

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS?
i

l

INrtiT WHISKIES. U.POHTFD

A OOME8TIC WiN.U
Joolett enS Highest Gride ot Lag? eerved.
Finest no Best Imported a a Domestic Gaars

le

COONAc

f

- CROCKERY

FURNITURE
m

DUPLEX

?

and

SANITARY

MATTRESSES
CAMPING OUTFITS

NEW AND SECOND HAND

Borradaile

&

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
2

6c

Co.,

117

Gold Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX
U

1

S

!"

O.

DEPOSITORY

Depository lor the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchtsoi, ToJ
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits..
$200,000.00
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. K. Raynolds,
A B. McMillan.

Fourth

You've been promising yourself a good
time. You'll find it at
the fair grounds, July
4th and 5thvvutv

YOUR SPRING

SHIRTS

Fancy Striped
Manhattan Shirts
Earl &. Wilson Pure Linen
Shirts
Plain White

BALBRIGGAN UNDERWEAR
St. OO to S2.SO a suit

Pajamas at all prices

Fancy Hose In all styles

BATHING SUITS for MEN AND BOYS
Sweet- - Orr Pants and Overalls

Nelson S3. SO Shoes

GOSVME

H O'RIELLY

OLD.'PHONS'.iae

DISPLAY

J

3

TES

SEE- -

l
t

FIREWORKS

Glorious

3

Albuquerque, New Mexico

SHKET AND METAL
T. O. AriES,

Albuquerque,

Dura-

ALuLQUHRQUC;

V

OLIVER

V

THE FINEST CAR.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Ever given in the great
Southwest, with 2lh v
stupendous pyrotechnic disp'ay on theoiv
night of the

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

N. THIRD STRKh'

PET

t

hiYilL KLEIN WORT,
MASONIC BUILUINB.

YOU SEE

5

it

I. N. Wheat ley, one of the principal
Leave your name and shoe size and
if you need a pair w bile out of town ' employes of the railroad building firm
we can supply them arid be sure to fit of B. Lantry Sous, is in the city from
you.
C. May's popular priced shoe Los Angeles.
store, 2"8 West Railroad avenue.
Engineer Fred Lee, who was Injured
cut at Winslow about two weeks ago,
NOTICE.
Lemp's Standard Beer at the North and has since been cared for at the
Pole Saloon only. Chas. Kepler, pro- St. Joseph's hoipital, was taken to his
prietor; near postoff'ce.
bime on South Walter street Saturday.

Meat Market
A"kofunre$ii and San

prtiposuU

Dogs clipped and work done.

ALHUyUKUgUE

CARPETS

Two

May aj.
in triplicate for
furnishing material and rnnriirtirg Medical
Storehouse, Unpltal Corps Hurrack.Keceiv ng
V
ault. C'remnatory, Ouarterinastrr Storehouse.
Morgue. Cold Storagero m and Lab ratnry
he e will be received until a o'rl'xk P. M.,
Sealed

June 13. ltioa. Ir.fonn'.tinri furnished rn
The I'nited StteK reserves the
right to accept or reiect any or all proprs la or
any part thereof fcnvelores ci tit ini g pro
pos'-dd ''PropnH.K" for any
should he e
or all o' tl e here n inent'oned t.uild ngs and
should be addressed to Captain II. M. 1 well,
Quartermaster.

Wind Mills and Pumps
Ayerjt Atrmotor

PROPOSALS.
BAYARD. New Mexico.
PUKT
I
ln.iM

of Good Time

several other Tennessee
cases.
State v. Wood County, 72 Wis.. f,37,
is a case in which the term "otherat the
wise" Is construed, and which It is
employed In a statute as follows, referring to a county road tax,
"
which shall lie expended
under their (county Inmrd) direction.
In making culverts, grading, gravelling, ditching or otherwise Improving
The court said:
such highways."
"By a familiar rule of construction,
the words ' or otherwise improving
such highways' must be held to mean
the Improvements of such highways
by the making of culverts, grading,
gravelling, ditching or other Improvements of a similar character, and not
the building of a bridge."
Applying this rule of construction
to section tiH8 of the compiled laws.
supra, it would seem that the governor may fill vacancies In the office of
county commissioner when such vacancy is caused by death, resignation
or removal, or vacancies caused in a
like or similar manner. It certainly
could not extend to a vacancy caused
by a legislative enactment. Such a vacancy is not of like kind, character
or nature, as one caused by death,
resignation or removal. Nor could it
extend to such a vacancy, for the
further reason that the reason for
delegating the power to the governor
would not then exist. The legisla4-tive power being in a position then to
act. the legislature being in session,
and a vacancy occurring at such
time, would not prompt the legislative power to delegate Its power to
fill such vacancies.
As to whether or
not the removal by legislative enactment is like kind and character as
or removal, was
death, resignation
construed by the legislature when it
passed the act appointing the responddays of Music,
ents. In other words, if conferring
upon the governor the power to appoint is in seeming conflict with the
and Merriment
act complained of, then the legislature
has construed the former act by restricting it not to include vacancies
caused by legislative enactment. But
v
H vt
were the act appointing respondents
in conflict with said section fi!S8, the
last act would lie in force. The power
that authorized the governor to ap
days of Racing,
point would certainly revoke it. A
legislative interpretation of a statute
is not binding upon a court, but should
Baseball and
In Jackson v.
have great weight.
Board of Supervisors, etc., 34 Neb.,
i80, the court says: "Legislative conFireworks
not necessarily
struction, although
conclusive upon the judicial part of
the government, it is entitled to great
given."
weight when deliberately
V
Vt V fct
Citing:
Bishop on Written Law.
Sedgwick on Stat. Const.
Coutant v. People, 11 Wend., 511.
days of ConWe are of the opinion that the legislative power in appointing the respondents, Tomas C. Gutierrez and Setinuous Picnic M h
vern Sanches, county commissioners
of Bernalillo county, acted within its
authority, scope and duty. 'We are also
of the opinion that the act complained
of Is not In conflict with the constitution of the I'nited States, the organic
act, or any act of congress, and is
therefore legal.
For the foregoing reasons, the demurrer to the answer of the respond- Absolutely the FIRST Exhibition of
ents is overruled, and the information
dismissed.
By the Court.
11. S. BAKER, Judge.
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Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

iebtr.-j-

Hours

Mirth

311-C1- 7
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for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting. Curtains, Blanketi and
House Furnishing Goods.

When You Look at Our

Two

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
ESTABLISHED

Forty-eig-

JULY

FOR RENT Large and pleasant front
room on ground floor, with housekeeping privileges. Apply at No. 223

MapleUrcceHes

specialty.

Headquarters

ALBUQUERQUE

FOR RENT.

Carrie
the Largest
and rioet Extensivs
Stock ol

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

celebration

WANTED A girl. 610 South Broad
way. Mrs. J. C. Baldridge.
WANTED Fifty girls for steady employment at Rio Grande Woolen
mills.
WANTED Several hundred pounds
of lead pipe. See The Citizen.
WANTED
traveling
Local
and
agents to represent the Indiana
State Life. Address L. W. Galles,
Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second hand clothing and
tools. Send addrebs and will call. R.
Sweeny, 615 South First streeL
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"OLD UEI.UB1.6"

I
I

sS

CORDING

Labor

N. M.

vnu

Gold

read, that real estate actually purchased or otherwise acquired by an
Intestate, It should descend to the
father, If he Is living, or to the mother
of such ititeslate if the father is dead.
The words "otherwise acquired" did
not include the land descended from
the parents.
Roberts V. Jackson. 4 Yerg., Tenn.,

Union

street.

West En. Viaduc.

Srord Street ind

Co- -

..Albert Faber.,

Mammoth

WANTED Kew experienced coal diggers at the Carthage coal mines. Address A. H. Hilton, San Antonio,

Futrelle Furniture Co.

ed to an owner, or some one In similar
or like capacity. So, where a statute

322.
and citinK

CLASSIFIED AOS.

ManaKor Retail Department

lA'arunrrvrri

DECISION.

(Concluded from page 4.)

On Furniture,

J. H. OLIPHANT I
109 N.

COURT

HONfcY TOlX)AN

Kttmbllahmd 1B8M

J.

daily oih.k.n ttksimy junk 9 it
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CO., "I

nkw 'rhon
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AND BRING THE

BABIES

The Leading Clothier In New Mexico

Tin

1

1

tvi

vi.qruiMii

She
Miss Mnb.l Strong is better.
tins been wrestling with those horrid
measles
When you conio to toll us nlout.
those bis fish yon caught just brine
nlons the fish.
The Citizen Is th' people's paper, for
It contains tie- in ws an I does not con
tain pipe dream articles.
.ludgo F. W. Parker Is at H miner,
where district court for l.nna county
opened yesterday morning.
Miss llelle .lones. who has been at- tending the university, nas rouirneu 10
her home in Salt Lake, I'tah.
has gone to Tholln
Al Thclin
rtrothcrs' ranch to assist his brother,
Gus. In the shearing of their sheep.
Head The Citizen. Then you will
Iteep In touch with everything that
Is going on in Albuquerque and In the
rrst of the territory.
Keep a wh loping'er up for Albuquer
nue. Everyone who Is in a position M
know says It i the most progressive
city in the great southwest.
On up into the Highlands when you
fan and take a look over Hip Rio
Gra" le valley It Is now a grand sight
to hold and 's worth your time.
O. A. Magnupson. who was a member of this yiar's graduating class of
the university, has left to spend the
mm er at his home in Minnesota.
r
It l said that young lovers of
my are now using the steps of
the irious publ'e school buildings for
,tat ' azing purposes these fine evenings
Roy Freelove, who was at the Jemez
liot springs for the rheumatism, anil
received much benefit, returned to the
city late Sunday afternoon, by Jas. T.
Johnson's stage.
The cutting of alfalfa must be progressing at a rapid rate, judging from
the numerous loads of It that have
been hauled through the streets during
the last two or three (.ays.
Miss Ellzab 'th Shinier, a teacher In
the Agricultural College nt Mesilla
Park, is visiting her many friends In
the metropolis. Miss Shinier was
formerly a public school teacher here.
B. Rnppe. the genial dnnri'Ut. will
leave next week for a trip ov r the
Bandias to visit the ancient ruins of
Gran Qui vera. Ho will lie gon" .several
days and will look over some mining
property too.
W. I
Trimble, owner of Ronnie
Treasure, left Sunday night for Pueblo Colo., and will personally look after
Bonnie and ot:ier Albuquerque horses
in the remainder of the races In the
Colorado circuit.
The adveitisement of D A. Puitman,
dealer !n ami r pairer of wind mills
and pumps, is published In today's
Citizen. He is agent for the Aermotor
wind mills, and does Job carpentering
and painting. C.lve him a call.
Miss Florence N'nclair Cliapin will
leave tonight for her home in McGreg
or, Iowa, where she will spend the
dimmer vacation. Miss Chapin is the
efficient director of the A" :wtmont of
physical culture in the 1'iiiversity of
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UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

CfWlEPCIAL CLUB BUILDINd.

1ST. ELMO
S&KPLE

Fines'
Whiskies,

AND

Denver

JOSEPH UAKKKTT, Prop.

Brandies,

Wines, etc.

120 W.

...TOT

Railroad

M) OROCHMHS

1

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
Italian Goods. Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
Free Delivery to all Parts of the Cit).

Awarded
Highest Honors World's Fair.
Highest Tests U. Si Gov't Chemists

:

as-tro-

v

Old 'Phone 247.

!

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO . CHICAGO.
THE AMERICAN EAGLE.
It Is Now Domiciled
Curio Rooms With

at the Harvey
Manager Swit- -

president at Oyster Hay. N. Y., as Mr.
Shinick was well acquainted with the
chief magistinte when he played base
ball and umpired games on the bottoms of that piecinct.
That article Is now going the rounds
ciedited to the New York Press, and
to cap the climax tho Press makes it
appear that Mr. Shinick was in
alley at the Waldorf, New York,
when he recalled some of the president's boyhood days at Oyster Hay.
The Press nlso tries to make some
proplo believe, in the stolen article.
that Mr. Shinick is a resilient of
Washington. D. C. when Shinick has
resided in this city for twenty-twears, and has not been back east
for many years; in fact, since he captured the heart and hand of a young
lady of New York City, the present
Mrs. T. J. Shinick.
Outside of the first paragraph, in
Introducing the stolen article, every
I'ne of the interview credited to the
New York Press was original with
in
Vhe Citizen, and first appeared
these columns on May si.

t
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MINING OVMPi.. ..

S.

Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Mao.
Denver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
K. I1O0PEH, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.
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Great Operatic Concert

TH E

S

0

BY THE

0

Cclebtated Italian Artistes
0

Chevalier

Madame

Silvia Puerarl

Pictro Buzzl

First urine from the National

From Milan. Turin and Paris
Conservatory of Music.

'onscrvatiirv of Uoma

Hock Island System
RUNS
DAILY TRAINS

2 TO THE NORTH

CKXXXXtXXOCKXOOOO
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Assisted bv Best Local Talent of8t
;
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AND EAST

21

....TO

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or
phis and Principal Points.

'i

Mem- -

Call on Agent for full information
G. P. A., E.
System, El Paso, Texas.

GROSS. KILIY&CD.
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0

"THE FASTEST EVER"

Tickets row nn saleat Matson sXiS

buquetqtie.

A

0

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Lyric Tenor

Prima Donna Soprano

A. N. BROWN.

0

(Incorporated)
9
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Every Woman
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Burlington.

we han,,e
"For years and years a Burllngto' badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-man- ,
engine-man- ,
brakeman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the traineo
soldier." Nebraska City News.

Baking Powder.
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods.
K. C.

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M

EAST
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOB
' ETA, N. M.

tliltf.,

ir,vUi
ew 1 trt.

LA!

Grand

.

MONUMENTS.

kinds of stone and marble work
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
tier Mrth street ana nanroa.i avenue
H Q. MAl'HINO & CO.
are headquarters for lace cur
tains, draperies and portieres. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
o

DAILY OVER

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
w, VALLERY, General A'

Earth's greatest
titan of chasms,
many miles wide.

a

DENVER.

t

Of Arizona

All

W'e

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.
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FE

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Pacifis Coast.
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland. San Francisco and Los Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

COLOMBO HALL
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zer.
Manager Switzer has added another
attraction to the Harvey curio rooms.
This time It Is the American eagle,
and it's the real article, too.
The kins of birds was brought In
Sunday from the mountains by some
natives. 'Hie bird Is only two months
old. but Is a corker for size. It bids
fair to become a pet. for It was walk-Inaround this morning and seemed
tame as a chicken. You ought to see
him cat! He would ruin a $1.1 a week
man if he had him in his family. For
breakfast this morning he had a great
choice chunk of steak and some chicken. Now he's not fussy about bones
either, for he fcots them down. too. So
you see tie lias started rignt in 10 ne
economical, as much as possible, dur
ing his sojourn with Manager Switzer.
He regards the red braves ami squaws
who are also domiciled at the curio
rooms as special friends, for they feed
him carpet tacks, broken glass and any
old thing which he regards as side
Chamberlain's Stomach Mid Liver
,
dishes.
Tablets are just what you need when
The American eagle Is a gnat bird you have no appetite, feel dull after
and may he thrive under the genial eatine and wake up with a bad taste
They will improve
In your mouth.
manager's care.
your appetite, cleanse and Invigorate
No g tod health unless tlie kidneys vot.r stomach and give yon a reusn
ire sound. Foley's Kidney Cure makes for vour food. For sale by all druggist
the kidneys right. Alvarado . aar
New Mexico.
Some Changes.
R. T. Davenport, the nliTltl operator macy.
P ofessor Alltel, of the I'iverslty of
of the Postal Telegraph company, enWisconsin, and Mrs. ltrown. of Phil
Manager Roy McDonald.
tertained yesterday his friend. W. H.
A few c filings since The Citizen adelphia, are to be with the faculty of
Skidniore. day chief of the Western published a notice to the effect that the University of New Mexico.
Union Telegraph company in El Paso, Roy McDonald, the Albuquerque ball
Professor Magnusson in the chair
and wife.
The skidmores were on player.
gone to
had
Pittsburg, of ohvs es and mathematics at tne
way
Chicago.
to
their
Kas.. to catch for that team. Yester I'nivers'tv of New Mexico has resign
Miss Helen Rodey. daughter of Dele- day a letter was received in this city ed, and Professor Angel of the Fnlver- gate and Mrs. H. S. Rodey, who has telling of Hoy joining the team and shv of New Mexico hasnposii . . tt lo et
been attending school In Washington of the good impression he had made. sity of Wisconsin will take the posi
the past year, Is expected any day The a under the old management tion. The professor conies well rec
now. She has been on her way home wa-- not what was desired by the di ommended and has been
years
for over a wvk but Is delayed by the rectors, so a meeting of them was held with the University of Wisconsin. He
prcat floods in Kansas.
and Hoy was unanimously chosen to is an athlete and will probably have
Owin Allen, of Denver spent some take the reins. So far he has been charge of the athletics the coming
Mr. very siiccishlul, and promises to bring year.
time here yesterday afternoon.
Allen Is a mining expert and was on his t am out near the top when the
The other new teacher will be Mrs
his way to El Paso. From there he race is over.
I lirnwn. u well known Knglish instruct
will go to northern Sonora where he
or from Philadelphia, who will also be
On the first indication of kidney the iitiiiiin. She comes Well recom
will examine a copper proposition for
Kid-ictailing
by
it
stop
Foley's
rouble,
some wealthy p.enver men.
mended, too.
Cure.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
The family driving mare of A. A.
in
passed
checks
the
other
The Best Couan Medicine.
Trimble
her
WE OBJECT.
I se'l more of Chamberlain's Cough
day. and In consequence there Is
mourning !n that family. The mare The Citizen's Interview With T. J. llemedy than all similar preparations
put together and it gives tho best sat
was a fine driver, as gentle and kind
Shinick Credited to New
of nny medicine I ever sold.
isfaction
pet
a
was
any
be.
and
as
horse can
York Press.
I
guarantee every liottle of it. F. C.
lt
was here liiiuiith, Inland, Mich. This remedy Is
around th- street railway corral.
When President
Quite a nii'uber of sheep raisers ate 011 .May :. lie l itizeli
1. for sale by all druggists.
in the city to lay from the ranges for .1. Shinick on the curly life of the
Disappeared,
the purpose 'if feeling the pulse of the
.lames ('liielinin's relatives in S;ui
wool market.
oeul buyers are makANSWER IT HONESTLY.
Francisco are looking lor him. II
ing some ge id offers, and they are
of Albuquerque willed lure, (in the night of May
picking up ipii'o a leg lot of wool Are the Statements
Citizens Not More Reliable Than
.l.'.mes Clitnlitiin left the pns room of
which has ii io lnd the city the past
Those of Utter Strangers?
tin. I). meeiat where he was employed
few days
This is a vital iuebtion.
and ha.-- - not hi en heard of or seen
The other evening the Hyde Explor
It is fraught Willi interest to
since. He has dropped out of sight
ing Expedition shipped Tour Navajo In
eiitiielv and the earth must have swal
to
women,
m
n
two
and
d'ans. two
U permits of only one answer.
lowed him up.
Coney Island, where they will weave
It cannot be evaded or Ignored.
Tlio young man came heiy several
blankets on exhibition In the com
An Albuquerque citizen speaks here, weeks ago from Cleveland. Ohio, and
pany's stoiv tin re In connection with
Speaks for the welfare of Albuquer got work. On the night he disappear
Nearly
Cumtnini:s' Indian congress
que.
.
til he drew bis niniicv and said he
2m Indians are present at the
A citizen's statement Is reliable,,
would be back later to work. Two to!
An utter btranger's doubtful.
were received here yesterday
(giams
(if
the
Keyes
R.
Charles
President
Home proof Is the best proof.
from
his
mother in San Francisco, and
at
located
Mines,
of
Territoiial School
11. 11. Thomas, Rooming House, D09
police
the
have taken the matter up.
Socorro, was In the city a few hours South Second street, says: "I have
young man so far as is known had
yesterday morning and left on a delay- read somewhere that backache was The
no lud habits.
ed tra'n for his home at the Gem city. generally an indication of kidney com
to
trip
a
Dr. Keyes arrived here from
large assortment of
Just received
plaint and when thera w as added to It
the coal fields and San Pedro mining trouble with the kidney secretions and Urt t.quares and rugs. Albert Faber,
district on the Santa Fe Central. He signs were unmistakable.
When I r.rsnt blllbllng
says that things are lively along the contracted
cold noth these annoy
new road.
ances existed and for eight months if
W. M. Reed, an engineer connected one attack ceased another was sure to
with the hydrographic division of the follow, so that I can consistently say I
geological survey of the department was almost bothered continually.
I
of the 'nterior. is exnected to arrive in finally went to the Alvarado Pharmacy
A ifte brlni of (ha
make
to
New Mexico at an early date
for loan's Kidney Pills and took a
AU11. this hotel is not only (he
a survev of reservoir Kites and Irriga curre of the treatment.
liftosi fceiuiiml but It in every way
It did extion Bvslenis. His first stop will be In actly as promised stopped the annoythe finest beach house iihin electric V
cat distinct! of Lo Ancelcs. The best
Las Vegas near which place he will ance very promptly and very
fibhlnj, bathing tnd boaiint on the
male a survev of a reservoir site In
toist. CuH, ion n Is, riding, drivinf,
Milliard!), boMincSummer rate,
the canyon of the Gallinas river.
For sale by all dealers.
Price 60
XSy t day tnd bp. Special raics
FostT-Milburpy
cents.
Co.,
N.
Buffalo,
me
went,
sumand
ti.su nu up. iv
Chronic bronchial troubles
tlOTtl HEOONDO COMPANY
Ai
mer coughs can be quickly relieved V., sole agents for the United States.
Itemembttr the name I loan's and take
and cured by Foley's Honey and Tar.
no substitute.
26
Alxaradu Pharmacy.
.

.. ..TOWNS

North Third Street,
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RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE & SANTA

Glen-woo-

IN

LIOUORS

Grande System

TIIIC t'OPULAle LINK TO
Colorado f prints, I ueblo, Cripple Creek, LeadviUe,
d
Springs. Aspen, Grand Junctio
Salt Lake
City, Ugden, bu'.te, Helena, Sin Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and a'so
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico

I

I

J

& Rio

DENVER & PIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

huqieTilR

Ave..

St O H
DEALERS

I

it

CLUB ROOM.

wonder the
mile deep,

4
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Pictures of it
For LT cents will send the
season's novelty a (Jrand Canyon 1'hotochronie view, uniquely mounted to reproduce
the Canyiui tints. Or, for the
same price, a set of four
prints, ready for
framing.

black-and-whit- e

Mrs. Dauiuiui. at ner parlors. No
!0i South First street, over the Hyde
F.xploring Kxpition store. Is prepared Books About it
tc give thorough scalp treatment, de
For 50 cents will send a
hair dressllng, treat corns, bunlont
Hi and Canyon book, 12S pages,
ami Ingrowing nails. She gives mas-gagU3 illustrations,
cover In color,
treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
contains articles by noted auBambini's own preparations of comthors, travelers and scientists.
plexion cream builds up the skin and
Worthy a place in any library.
Improves the complexion, and are
Or will mall free pamphlet,
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
"Titan of Chasms."
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
Apply to any agent of the
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
Fe system, or to
Santa
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous J. J. BRYNE
Gen. I'uss. Agt. Southern Calihair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder which shf
fornia Hy. and A., T. & S. F.
guarantees to be free from all metallic
Coast Lines, I.os Angeles,
substances. It perfumes the breath,
California.
hardens the gums and makes the teet)
We can suppiy your wants In oil
clean and white. It la highly recoru
mended by all first class dentists. Al- cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
so a face powder, a freckle cure, and to select from at Albert Faber's 305
pimple cure, nd pile cure. All of Railroad avenue.
o
these preparations are purely vegetaLook Into Kleinwort's
marke' 01
ble compounds. Give ber a tital. North Third street He has the nicest
Automatic telephone 490.
'res') meals In the city.

000to

The Themomete is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" is situated over six tnousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the beat of the lower altitudes Is never
Anuougb not generally known summer .Is the very
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mariana,"
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, v,
cools the atmospjere as to make the evenings and nig s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of
neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeies of day, one becomes so entranced
with he beauty of this country as to never f 01 get bis trip under
The White Umbrella."

flie Mexican Central
Is prepated tt 'urn' b you with thf best of accommodations
po'nts in Mexico.
Cail on or address,
W. D. MURDOCK,
A. O. & P. A.. Mexico
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C. R. HUDSON,
Q. F. V P. A..Mexleo.
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Miss Apolonlo Archihnh! gave entire
satisfaction and the trustees are proud
of the work done there.
Misses Katie an. Julia Archibald,
lie has a hard enough tiuie Every.
sisters In law of Im.Ioio Armijo. lelt
thiuK that the expectant mother
for Kl Paso this wee k. They will spend
elo to help her child she should
can
a few days in the nn tropolltan city.
do.
line of the greatest blessings
.
non mine, east
The Hennett-Stevthe can give him i health, but to
known as a proof the city, and wt
ilo this, vue must have health herself She should use every mean
ducer, may hoon reopen, as it Is under-t-tooto improve her physical condition
the sale so long pending has
She should by ail n.eani, supply
been consummated. The property will
herself with
be purchased by easii in parties.
Murphy,
of
HillsUiro.
Miss Nona
was in tne city tins n k. ine guest
of Mr. am'. Mis. 11. lb Holt. Miss Mur-- '
phy was here as the soloist for tiie
cement exercises of the Agrl- - v"' s s'VA 'v i.S
It will t ske her
,'"
cultural college, an. as was the case iV' J
1 through the) crisis
te.
K
&
i i'
on her former visit to this city last
y
C
and
VIM
ilv It is a
winter she delighted everybody with
c: t which
her sw et t singing.
gives
trenjrth
M.d vigor to !he
From tho Citizen.
muscits ComSix inches of hail fell in the San Aumon sense will
dits mountains. IK ar the b ad compashow you
ny's camp. Monday alt rnoon.
that the
for
stronger the
Mrs. E. C. Wade left Wednesday
sc I e s are,
Washington. D. C. on a visit to her
which bear the
parents. Mr. Wade accompanied her
strain. t!:s les
as far as El Paso.
w:n there will be.
Attorney It. L. Young ami Col. J. R.
woman
living
A
iu Fort Wayne,
Waddill. of St. Louis. Mo., were visitlnd . says: " Mother s Fr.end'did
ors at the ranch of W. W. Cox. the
wonders for me. Praise God for
your iinim iit."
fore part of the week.
finishing
Th painter Is putting the
Read tlr's from Hunel, Cal.
" Mother's Friend is n blessinvr to
touches on the Lontto academy and il
all women who undergo mature
now looms up with a palace like apordeal of childbirth "
pearance.

After He Comes

BV

Jim Dumps received a note one day
From one who loves a Joke to play.
It read t " I send by freight a ton
Of concentrated life and funl"
One box of " Force" was sent by him.
"That fills the bill," laughed "Sunny Jim."
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brings health;
good nature follows.

I

Sweet, crisp flaKes of wheat and malt.

H

Editor lal Force.
proprietor of the V. does not cure to sit down to breakfast, and In (act
dish o 'Force,' ttud regards it tho best cereal
docs not do so, without a
that has yet been put on tlm market.
"J. V. Meiicek, Publisher, Iowa State Prem, Iowa City, Iowa."
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The White Kiver extension of the
I'acifie railioad has been com"
pk'tt'd to Buffalo, Ark., where it crosses White river. In three weeks' time
the work of laying the steel to Cotter,
noer Yell villo, will lie finished.
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Get Mother's friend at the
drug store. $1 per bottle.

Worst of All Experiences,
Can anything he w.use than to feel
that every minute will be your last?
Such was the experience of - .rs. S. H.
"For three
Newson, Decatur, Ala.
years," she writes, "I endured Insufferable pain from Indigestion, stomach
and bowel trouble. Death seemed in3
evitable when doctors and all reme1
dies failed. At length I was Induced
try Electric Hitters and the result
to
says
everything
out.
Mr.
Corhett
that
FARMINGTON.
was of the best, even to the spread was miraculous. I improved at once
completely recovered."
given l y the alumni, which was grand. and now I'm
From tht Hustler.
For liver, kidney, stomach and bowel
John A. Wehrer has bought a forty It must have been as it took some troubles
Electric Lifers is the only
acre tract out of the Sunnyside or- llirt-hours to dispose of the good medicine. Only 50c. It's guaranteed by
chard of W. N. Kight; consideration. tilii'.L'S.
all druggists.

THE

(.Homestead Entry No. 7135.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Muy 27th,
1903.

r,
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the Democrat.
Miss Susan Collison. who has been
absent for some time, lias returned to
her home in Tularosa.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson have gone to
visit their ranch near Santa Rosa and
will be absent seveial weeks.
Misses Imogene and Minnie Robertson, of El Paso, grand children of Mrs.
E. 11. Taylor, are spending part of
their vacation with their grandmother,
who is visiting Mr. ami Mrs. P. Congh-lan- .
Frc in

per was among ...e many seekers after
fortune who made the big race one
tine day in April. During his traveling
about and aiterwards his camping up
on his claim, he encountered much
had water, which, together with the
severe heat, gave hi in a very severe
diarrhoea which it seemed almost Im
possible to check, and along in June
the case became so bad he expected to
die. One day one of his neighbors
brought him one small bottle of
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy as a last hope. A big nose
was given him while he was rolling
about on the ground in great agony,
and in a few minutes u.e dose was repeated. The good effect of the medicine was soon noticed and within an
nonr the patient w'as taking his first
sound sleep for a fortnight. That one
little bottle worked a complete cure,
and he cannot help but feel grateful.
The season for bowel disorders being
at hand suggests this item. For sale
by all druggists.
's

o

SANTA FE.

From tUe New Mexican.
Terriloi U:! Auditor W. (1. Sargent
returiiMl Saturday night from a few
days' visit at his home in El Rito.
The Santa Fe post office received a
modern Doremus cancelling machine
which will greatly facilitate the dispatch and distribution of li tters.
On Friday, the Cth instant, Hie wife
of Hiiario llaca y Ilaca, a mcr hnnt
of Wagon Mound, presented her husband wilh a fine nine pound baby boy.
Mr. and Mrs. P.uca were forim r residents of this town.
Miss Maud Evelyn Hood, of Chicago,
will b. married on Wednesday, the
17th inst.. to George A. Fleming, of
this city, assistant secretary of the
Mr. Fleming is now in Chicago
and expects to return with his bride
after the marriage to this city about
the end of June.
About forty sheep herders who spent
the season on the ranch of Mariano
Mtndoza near Pintada. arrived in this
city anil received their pay for the
season's labors from Migue Ortiz, the
local representative of Mr. Mendoza.
The herders report that about 90 per
cent of the lanibs of the Mendoza
ranch were saved. Mr. Mendoza has
about :;tpooo head of sheep.
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CauVon?
This is not a gentle word but when
you think bow liable you are not to
purchase the only remedy universally
known and a remedy that has had the
sale ot any medicine in tne
larti
world si hi e Si'.S for t he cure am!
ti eat tneiil of consumption and throat
and lunu' troul.b wit bout losing its
t tii- -i'
veare, you
iin-apopularly
will be thanl'ful V.'C ailed vour nttention to I!l)S hoe's (e iii.an Syrup. Th' rc
fare so many ouhuaiy cue :h retneiiie s
Ciade by driiL'uisls and othei s that are
rl.ea p and coo. for light colds perhaps,
brone hit is, croup
tut for se vere con.;
and especially for consumption,
vhero there is dilll 'iiit evpectoration
md coughing durirg tic niui.is and
turnings, there is i.otliing like (lerman
-t

1

I

t

-

I

yrup. The Zo ent size has just bee n
r.troduced tins year. Hogular size, 75
.1. H. O'Kielly
ce nts. At all druggists.
c

& Co.

LAS CHUCE5.

From the Progress.
Key. George Campbell, of the M.
t
church, who ha.s been confined
lo his be.l for the past wee k, is slow ly
improving.
The national guard is making preparations to celebrate the Fourth of
July and committees have been appointed to prepare a program.
School has closed at Bosque Seco.
tho-(lis-

Illint-M.--

book,
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During the summer Vblr.cy Irregularities are often caused by excessive
drinking or being overheated. Attend
to the kidneys at once by using Foley's
Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
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FEELING OF UNEASINESS
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You are hereby notified that I hav
return tomorrow.
expended
one hundred dollars ($100.00)
a
;n
A'bu'plenpi
of
I.. .1. lb nia!
.an. S:i lit la- t liu'ht in labor and Improvements upon tht
t. aveling
liartiug this ic.i.i ning 'Aunt Hi tsy" Mining Claim, situate It
in this cilv.
other noriliein Peralta Canon, Oochiti District, ISema
and
!!'''
t.ll
lillo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
points.
Sister A'!"!l of St. Joseph's sa iii- by certificate filed February 8, lMJtt, it
tannm of Alb inenpie. who ha; bei u the ollice of the rei'oriler of said Conn
i.i tiiis city it. e pa: t few ilays at Si ty, In order to hold Baid premises tin
k-the provisions of section 2.121 He
Vincent's si..' ariiim. left this in. ii n
New Mexieau June h vised Statutes of the United States, be
ing for I i. in er
ing the amount requlreil to hold tht
Warning.
ame for the year endint! December 31
If you have kidney or bladder trouble 1!'I2.
and do not use Foley's Kidney Cure,
And If within ninety days from th
you will have only yourself to blame serving of
this notice, you fail or re
for results, as it positively cures all
your proportion of
forms of kidney and bladder diseases. fuse to contribute together
with the
such expenditure,
Alvarado Pharmacy,
o
cost of this publication, as a
DISPLAYED NERVE.
your Interest In the said claim will heroine the property of the subscriber ud
Mesdames Greer and Thurmand of
ler said section 2324.
in a Buggy Wreck.
Dated March l'Jth, 1903.
Mrs. W. Ii. (ireer and Mrs. Frank
ALEX CONRAD,
Thurmond ame near having a serious
Signature.
accident on (1 ld avenue that was hapby
a display of coolness
pily averted
The Daily Citizen, 15 cents per week.
bl.f
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BU.LDER

Doors and Window Screens.

:
OOvtoOOOOOOOOOOOOOc

All Kinds of

Jobbing.

the alley of First

SHOP--l- n

IVaticnal

Bank Building,

B. A.

SLEYSTER.

ACCIOtNT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,

REAL ESiATt,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
lOOMP 12 14. CUOMWJCI.L

BLOCK,

Automlic Telephone 11.

-U

COPVNIQHT-

W. H. HAHN

r

Z7--

COAL DEALER

always accompanies Hie wearing of a
collar, cuff or shirt done up at a second
rate laundry and sent home with
Cerrlllos and Gallup Domestic Lump
broken button holes or with Coal, $5.00 per ton.
streaks of bluing or stains left on the
Anthracite 'Nut, $7.50 per tc.l.
linen. When The Imperial launders
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 ptt
your linen it Is the perfection of the ton.
artisan's hand In laundry work In both
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
color and finish, and our patrons are
always proud of it. Our work is our
Yard and Office: 107 East Rsllroes'
avenue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
lust advertisement.
saw-edge-

Imperial Laundry
Back of Postoffice.

Telephones:
Bell, 4f

force

nf

Automatic,

sn4

418

267;

DEVOE'S

HEADY

One Gallon

Cover 300 Square
TWO COATS.

Suffering!
Men
often
os

from

MIXED PAIN

Fen

owe

thcirct.niliti n i yont mill i;;tiuiauce
lieu 111.
Unit f' .it lnl t tiitnv
of i( tu p to rcpntr
It it thf
!am.ii.M'
d
the
hum l.y the lliuny lillcss
pi actit t s it yum h.
N'Tvuus iWl'iliiy never Ret will of
Itself.
Its victims h;ifr Hirmirh a
mi !emMe existence, wetik, list less,
despoudeut.

t"r
'

I

"

literally feed the hungry nerves, giving
i u
"r d i v n t s dt
them the
ltitiudtd ly li.itinc. This vnmkritil
remedy cures NYivotis
Ulity. Mujh
v.i-iall drain!,
ti.iit s,
sen da rich, n.inn life
tingling
y
thioiiKh every p u t, lii iktni;
with
tut uud cuisine yju to
health.
81 AO pe
fi lxxe
(with (fiiarnn-l- f
Jl.,ok fte.
I'KAt.
I'M utrV s.'VdO.
i MbliiiM.
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
t u gs & Co.
For hale by Ii.

ItMa

s-f-

H

pit-ci-

repl-uv-

lul

;

In-'- ;

f
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Peuhyroyal
pills
rl.ml
M

,

I?

u.mI

Harness

i

.

SCI

I

..I. ' IM l.l
It Uli.Dl
.. 'I

-ll

II, I.I.V

I
l.i.iiu.
.lliutiit'ul.

U.
t

$5.50 to $40.0u
$7.50
$5.25 to $55.00

Farmers' Plow Harness,

IIi.U Ii. h. ,1,. r.

mi.

T"eV

SEE THE PHICE8, SEE THE GOODS

Fint Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Out
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc.
Whips

Goronado
Tent Oity

40ty

to

15c

$1.51

Thos F Kolekor
Railroad Avenue

W.

Albuquerque

L TRIMBLE & CO.

itji'oud itraut, uetween
.opiH-- r

Kalh-ts-

J

.venue

aa

Hoists aud Males bougat and eirhssf;
I.! very, Baie, Feed and
ed
.rausfer Itablos

l':-p:- l

c

VP,T

AM)

COMTRACTL R

O
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sif-tis-

Rates to Coronado Beach,
California.
Rates, Including meals en rout
Grand Canyon side trip with hotel a
commodatlons, and two weeks boat
and lodging at Coronado Beach, wll
four additional weeks at $10 a week, L,
desired.
Single parties with standard Pullman, $107; two parties with standard
Pullman, $97.50; single parties with
tourist sleeper, $97; two parties with
tourist sleeper, $92.60.
Dates of sale, June 1 to August $1,
Inclusive; limit, two months from date
of sale. Tourist limit of ten days each
w ay with stopovers.
Excursion

Subscribe for The Citizen.

-
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Rev. W. A. Sohultz was here to interview the newly elected school diWas Wasting Away.
rectors and left with thorn an applicaThe following letter from Robert R.
tion for the prineipalship of the Tularosa school. He left then for his home Watts, of Salem, Mo., Is Instructive.
"I have been troubled with kidney disin Nolanville. Hell county, Texas.
ease for the last five years. I lost
Ib sh and never felt well and doctored
Startling Evidence.
Fresh testimony In great quartity Is with leading physicians and tried all
constantly coming In, declaring Dr. remedies suggested without relief.
Cing's New Discovery for consumption, Finally I tried Foley's Kidney Cure
Coughs and Colds to be uneqiuiled A and less than two bottles completely
recent expression from T. J. McFar-lanil- , cured me and 1 am now . sound and
Hentorville, Va., serves as exam- well." Alvarado Pharmac;-ple. He writes as follows: "I had
COMPANY H WILL GO.
bronchitis for three years and docbenebeing
tored all the time without
to F Presfited. Then I began taking uv. King's Captain Matthews Ordered
ent With His Company at Army
New Discovery, and a few bottles
Maneuvers,
wholly cured me." Equally effective
('apt. T. .1. Matthews has just rein curing all lung and throat troubles,
mill Li'in. ceived orders to be present with Comiineiimoiiia.
,i,,nciinii.ii.i.
l,v nil rlrii!?iiKts Trial hot- pany II at army maneuvers at Chey
ties free, regular sizes 50c and $1.0U.
enne. Wyo., during the latter part of
o
August. The army, lo.nuu strong, will
Dr. Edmund V. Vert Elected.,
be In camp ten days. The entire na
superinnow
V.
Vert,
Dr. Edmund
tendent of the city schools of Stcv- - tional guard of New Mexico and sev
ens Polnt, Wis., has been elected eral neighboring states will be present
president of the territorial Normal Captain Matthews will go with forty
He is a grad- representative young men from Socorschool at I. as Vegas
uate of Oswego Normal school and ro.
Every man who goes will receive
holds the degree of doctor of philoso- regular
army pay, besides the transHe
phy from tho Chicago university.
portation
and subsistence. Considerin
experience
years'
en
has had fift
iKinml imblic school and college able hard work will be necessary to
riw
mbeis of the faculty I"'t Company H in the best trim to
good showing, but Captain Matwill not be I'll.)-- , n until the new pres- - mike a
going to undertake the Job
is
thews
ident arrives.
and will doubtless succeed. Socorro
Chleftan.
Chamberlains Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
Ten Years In Bed.
The un'.lo'tn success of tiiis remedy
It. A. Gray, J. P., Oakvllle. Ind.,
as made it the most popular prcpara-ioIt is wvi'i s. "For ten years I was confined
in us.- for bowel
verywhere recognized ni the one to mv bed with diseaseI of my kidneys.
could not move
emedy that an always be depended It. was so severe that
pon and that is pleasant to take. It part of the time. I consulted the very
valuable for summer best medical skill available, but could
s especially
gel no relief until Foley's Kidney Cure
linrrhoea in children and is uiuloui
to me. It has been
eillv the means of saving tin lives of w us r i oiiiiiH iiili-.Alvarado Phara gnat main' childun each year. For a Godsend to me."
macy.
sale by all di ii'igihts.
Our l.nen display Is attractive; our
OF LOCAlT'lNTEREST.
prices none the less so. Albert Faber
President V. 1. Tit; lit of the I'nlver- 'irant building.
f N. w Mexico at Aliiuiuenpie,
Notice of Forfeiture.
beie itlti mini:;' the meeting of the
of Arizona, County of Co
Terr.tory
education,
of
board
rritoiial
l'le.-i.- 'i
nt and (ieneral Manager F "hlse, t'F.
le To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs Htd as
f t) e Dunlavy Men-anV.. lenil.ny
il,,n,-o,o..,..- l

ter-titor-

The gross earnings of forty-foufor tho third week of May were
$:.niiS.tiiH. aeainst $7.S'.e.i.i;;!5 for the
third week of May, 1!'o2. an Increase
of $1.lo(!,ur,L Thirty-eigh- t
roads show
Increases and six decreases
Since
July 1 the roads referred to above
earned
4lrt."r.S.82tl. an increase of
$ll.0:!t.9iHl over the $375.72 1.92l! report
ed for the corresponding period last
year. For the longer period thirty-eigh- t
roada show increases and six
decreases.

ami nerve that Is seldom witnessed,
even in men. The ladies mentioned
were taking a drive behind Mrs.
Greer's fine colt, when the youngster
took it into his head to want to go
wiong. and to set him aright Mrs.
Greer gave him a rap with the whip.
This his colt ship resented by trying
to get into the buggy over the dashboard, which gave away, the harness
bieak'ng nt the same time, so that in
another moment the colt would have
been free from the vehicle. The la
dies kept their seats, and Mrs. Greer
veteran, while
iik
he reared and plunged in good style.
Some nu n got hold of the horse and
nfler quieting him the outfit was taken
to Noiilham's' where it was repaired,
and the ladies, ngainst the advice of
the bystanders, resumed their seats In
the carriage and went on with their
drive as if nothing had happened.
Doming Headlight.

o
TULAROSA.

His Last Hope Realized.
From the sentinel, G. bo, Mont.
In the first opening of Oakland to
settlers ill , the editor of this pa

The marriage of Claude Roberts
and Miss Nona llanna was solemnized
Tui sday, .May 20. at the Methodist
Episcopal parsonage. Rev. J. A. Lewis
officiating.
Fathers Weber and lieri, accompanied by a resident priest of Gallup,
passed through town the other day on
their way across the reservation. They
are looking up a desirable site for a
Navajo mission, and are much pleased
with the San Juan valley.
Clayton Wetlierill and party have
retinned from a tour among the Cliff
dwelling ruins recently. They report a pleasant trip, having visited all
points of interest in that vicinity,
anions' which was the burning coal
beds along the banks of the Mancos,
where gas and smoke blows out of
crevices in the ground and by putting the ear to the earth distant inner
rumblings can be heard. Mr. Wetli-eril- l
will meet Dr. l'rudcn, of Columbia university. New York, at Gallup,
about June 25, and make another detour of that country.

Notice Is nerehy given that the
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the United
States Court Commissioner at
N. M., on July Ctu, 1903, viz:
Diego Serna, for S. W. M Section 35,
T. 5 N R. 5 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said laud, viz: SanWanted.
tiago Serna, Hijinlo Lopez, Bitervo
We would like to ask, through the
,
Vigil, Raimundo Salaz, all of Manza-nocolumns of your paper, if there is any
MANUEL Ii. OTERO.
N. M.
person who has used Green's August
Register.
Flower for the cure of Indigestion,
o
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
F. A. jones, t. M., C. th
not been cured and we also mean
Consulting Mining Kugii'..i
Field assistant U. S. Geological Sui ve. their results, such as sour stomach,
Albuquerque. N. M.
fomentation of food, habitual cos
Correspondence solicited
tiveuess, nervous dyspepsia, head
o
Elgin, Monarch and Cluett shorts aches, despondent feelings, sleepless
all the new color combinations and ness in fact, any trouble connected
white, pleated. $1.00 and ?2.50. SI- - with the stomach or liver? This medi
ftiu.N sifcll.N,
the Railroad avenue cine has been sold for many years In
all civilized countries, and we wish to
clothier.
correspond with you Mi l send you one
Coronado lent City, Coronado, Cal. of our books free of c s' If you never
Wc will have on sale to Coronado tried A
Flower, try a .'5 cent botBeach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thurs- tle first We have never k! an of its
day and Saturday during May, June, failing, if so, something more serious
July, August and September, 1902; Is the matter with
The
round trip tickets at rate of $:S5, limit- size has just hron introduced this year.
ed to November 30, 1903; stopovers in Regular size, 75 ctr.'.s. At ail druggists.
either direction west of Barstow, Cal. G. G. Green, Wooiiimry, .V J. J. H.
For further information call on ticket O Rielly & Co.
agent Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
DEMING.
F L. Myers, agent.
From the lb adliirht.
DO YOU EAT?
I'.oin to Mr. and Mrs. C. Haea a son.
If so call on D. Weiller & Co. Their
groceries are always fresh. Gold ave- The youiistcr arrived on Friday night.
nue, between First and Second streets, Mother and child are doing well.
A dynamo of double the capacity of
o
See our new spring line of carpet
the one now in use is being placed In
We can save you money. Albert Fab tin- - electric light plant and in a short
er, 303 West Railroad avenue.
time '''lning will ha e fn si i lass lights
o
Japar.ese nnn cnina ma'fine In all all the time.
Miss Knitz. teacher of Spanish in
trades at Albeit Faber's 3uf) Railroad the Doming
hiuh school, left Sunday
8 venn.
for California to spend part of the
sum n: r varat in and then will go lo
(Homestead Entry No. 627;.)
her In in..' in Mi ouri lor tile reniainNotice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, 1 and Of- d r.
Th" annua! v. e'ir.a of the members
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 20,
i bill Will be held ill
of lb"
l!fi3.
At
sdav, June '
Notice Is hereby pive n that the fol- e!:p. paillor en
lowing named settler has filed notice this tinn Ice i tl'.i ei s of tie- club for
of his intuition to make fnal proof in the .!!-'- ! IlL' Vi ;cr will be cle, te.l 1H1.I
lliesS .I'll mb .1 to as in. iv be
support of his claim, and that said oi In r
proof will be made before the United I CI Mi ill.
.Mrs
K.it
l! run holds the i hall
States court commissioner at San Rafael, New Mexico, ou June 25, 1903 viz: pioiishlp score at bow lin anion!.; the
Jesus Abeita, for the WVi of SE'i and la.lii s ot this i ii y up to dale. M s.
e was 117, which is run- lt roll's
E'i of SW'i, see. 31. T. 11 N., R. S W. Siller
very uood, as none of the la- He names the following witnesses
ilii s of liomiiii! have been bowling
to prove his continuous residence upmore than a few weeks and only a
on and cultivation of said land: viz:
oiiph- oi bonis in the week at that.
Donaciano Pino, Alf.'rjo Montano,
.MNs
aura Ilurnsi.le b it over the
Juan Mata Candelaria, Fahlo Peiea, all
Soui in ii Paeitio road, to Join her parof Cubero, N. M.
ents in California, where tin y now
MANUEL R. OTERO,
having lelt ii imn a few weeks
Register.
anu. Miss Huriisiile will be greatly
6uits to Order From Woolens Made by missed in church work and also in
the Rio Grande Woolen Mills,
musical entertainments. May she have
We are now showing the products of as many friends in lit r new home as
the new woolen mill of this city, and she leaves in Iteming.
taking measures for suits, made of
John Corhett, one of the rff. nt of
pure new mixed wool; nearly a hun- the Normal school of Silver City, atdred different patterns; we guarantee tended the closing exercises of the
fit and style. Simon Stern, the Railpast term this week and speaks in the
road avenue clothier.
highest terms of the exercises through- fol-

Write for cur

e

$1.i:h(I.

BrUDntlD riGHAICRCO.,

JBil

r

Atlanta. Ga.

New Mexico Towns

Interesting to Asthma Sufferers.
Daniel Uante, of Otterviile, Iowa,
writes, "I have had asthma for three
or four years and have tried ahout
all the cough and asthma cures in the
markft and have received treatment
from phvstclans In New York and
other cities, out pot very little benefit
until I tried Foley's Honey and Tar
which gave me immediate relief and I
will never he without it in my house.
AlI sincerely recommend it to all.
varado Pharmacy.
o
Patronize home industry get a suit
made from the products of the new
Woolens in the piece
woolen mills.
and measures taken at Simon Stern's,
the Railroad avenue clothier.

Moun-tainai-

-

cluding railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' Uiard and lodging at Coronado
Tent City nt a very low price. Tent City is a popular Southern
California summer seaside resort.
Write for full particulars
about this delightful vacation trip.
Atehlmon.
gym
r.L.Mymrt
g
c- 4r
Topeka A
fAfnt
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Alhuquarqu
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the Ocean

Surf bathing, ocean breezes, snow capped Sierras. Yon can buy
a combination round trip ticket to San Diego this summer In-

'v

K.

I

Go West to

California's Summer Climate finest In the World
Cool Trip on the Santa fe

lVv
g.i,l'J'A Friend.

'

The Kiady tofkrre Cereal

Trnt City, Coronadj Reach, C'nlifrrtt".

11

i

l

i

7

NK l 1MW

on San Diego Day is an Ideal

summer resort. The climate
Is perfect. Open June 1 to
Seiitember 30, under management of Hotel del Coronado.
Full Information regarding
excursion rates, charges at
tent city, etc., from ageut

SantaFe

2LT

TbRNOUTU

IN

THt

s.lJrfcss W. L. TR.MBLE
Albtieuergutt. N, ai.

CITY

CO,

FREimCH TANSY WAFER?
Ladies can depend upon securti
permanent relief fioaj Irregular t
painful periods by using these wafet
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur-- :
chasing only from our agent.
I'ans Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass.. In
porters.
W Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Qernallllo count

Kotlol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what vou

eat.

HF.
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bor unions In this and Arizona terri- sxa.tat&t a a a atata.ta.tats.
tories are to be represented.
OSTEOPATHY NEVER POISONS
a The Santa Fe railroad company will
K. K. Scott, the city attorney of reduce fares for coming and returnBody
Is Better Without Drugs.
The
,
Gallup, Is here today on legal matters. ing Just
and big delegatlonn
You
a Rational Definition of Osieopathv
Give
Can
Joseph Hall, a well known citizen are expected from Silver City. Dem-ing- ,
I.AS Cruces, Santa Fe, Helen, Las
of Norwich, Conn., Is registered at the
Osteopathy Is a system of theraputlcs, based upon
thorough know,
Vegas and other places.
Alvarado today.
edge of anatomy and physiology, enabling the practitioner to cik
citiwell
a
N.
Sanchez,
known
Juan
upon the body as a perfect living automatic machine. There ar mors
MEETINGS.
zen and sheep raiser of Culiero. is In
defective spine en earth than supers. Get your spines In oocs. shape
the city today on business.
There will be a meeting of the Rend your chances for he'!
.ll be good.
A. J. Loomis, the deputy Internal
revenue collector, Is here today from tail Clerks union at Knights of Pythias hall this evening at 8 o'clock sharp.
C. H. CONNER, .V. D. D. O.
his headquarters at Santa Fe.
Ed H. Mooney, a professional press- The election of officers occurs this
man of Chicago, Is In the city. He is evening and it i desired that all memFor "The Good
not here seeking work, but for his bers of the organization be on hand
Old Summer
5
promptly.
health.
An Important meeting of the memIxjuIs Buzzard and family, who have
Time."
been living at Madrid for several bers of the St. John's Episcopal
months, is In the city on business. He church will be held this evening in
g
the church at 8 o'clock. New officers
will return home tonight.
ALL
year
other
and
be
elected for the
Nathan Ilarth. who was railed to will
Ix)s Angeles on account of the sick- Important matters discussed. All are
ness and subsequent death of his wife, it.vited.
Benevolent socieThe
has returned to the city.
L. Hubbell. the big general mer- ty will meet tomorrow afternoon at
J.
Does the hot weather effect
chant and Indian raiser of Ganado 2:30 at the office of Mr. F. W. Clancy.
An Important meeting of the memyour feet? Do they get easily
and Ream's Canyon, Arizona, is here
PRICES RUN FROM
bers of St. John's church will be held
on a visit to his parents.
ore and tired? A pair of thete
Best Ore des..
Hon. Solomon Luna, of l.s Lunas, this evening at 8 o'clock New officers
hoe will give you relief. Elk
who was here last niKbt and this mor- will be lected for the year and other
ning on Pusiness, returned south on important business discussed.
skin is a soft porous leather that
C
add Rubber
The regular monthly meeting of the
the delayed passenger train at
la
thing
The
does not draw the foot, and yet
out
swell
made
will
be
association
Retail Merchants'
o'clock this morning.
Carden Hose
palm leaf with a ridged
latest train news: Stub No. 7 will held this evening at 8 o'clock at Zie
takes a fine polish. The soles
2
Every merchant is re
arrive on time tonight; delayed No. 1 ger's cafe.
top, and they cost
are moose hide, very flexible
0
will arrive tomorrow morning, as a quested to attend.
4n
Hose Nozzles
special, at 8 o'clock, and delayed No.
and perfectly noiseless. These
T
THE CORONADO BAND.
7 at 10 o'clock as a special.
shoes are made on a fashionable
Lawn flowers
The case oi Ernest Tiegen and J.
a Treat Last Evening at
last and combine style with
A. Neilson versus The Rluewater Land Its Music
Lawn Rakes
Robinson Park A Large Number
and Irrigation company, which was
wear and comfort.
Out.
commenced yesterday morning before
The much heralded Coronado Tent
Judge Baker and a Jury, is still on toCOriPLLTE LINE OF
City
band has come and gone. The
day.
members think that Albuquerque is
Lewis,
Amarilla,
Tterra
Mrs.
of
Fred
QARDl N TCOI S.
What f. f.
will do who has been here the past week visit- ail light and the smartest
In
the southwest.
ing her mother, Mrs. L. J. Rummell, city
v wan
We'll drive Into your gutter,
Last evening there was an unusual
will leave Thursday for San Diego,
And deliver at your dor,
Cal., where she will spend the sum large number out to hear the concert
A finer grade of butter
and see the pictures that were shown
mer.
Than you ever ate before.
F. H. Kent, the Third street real es on the canvas. It was surprising to
Look nobby and are very
see so many cut. too, for the skies
I IV1
Inexpensive many
We'll also bring a chunk of cheese tate and insurange agent, who has threatened all kinds of rain and wind.
some valuable mining property in Hull
That'll make you long for more.
shapes
new
the
members
and
Al,
was
canyon district, was out in the district The concert
We aim the epicure to please.
Sunday, returning to the city that aft- - received mer'ted applause.
With toothsome bites galore.
The band has been all over the southeronon.
Montague Stevens, the Socorro west and everywhere have received
county stock raiser, did not get away flattering press notices.
They left this morning for Phoenix,
for his ranch on regular scheduled
time lat night. He left for the south Ariz., after which they will play in sevSuccessor to J. L. Bell & Co.
on the delayed train at 11 o'clock this eral California towns and then go to
.Nob. 118 and 120 South Second St
the coast.
morning.
This celebrated beer is brewed from
Mrs. M. W. Flournoy and daughter,
PURCHASED MORE LOTS.
the choicest barley and hops, thorMiss Nell, will leave tonight for TerWOMAN'S EXCHANGE
Has moved to the corner of Fourth and minal island, southern California, Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Whitten Secure
oughly aged and Is the heighth of perRailroad avenue, where we are now where they will spend the summer
0, W, STRONG'S SONS,
Four Lots Opposite City Park.
fection in the brewers' art. Drink
bread, months. Miss Jeannette Walton will
prepared to furnish home-madMr. and Mrs. T. A. Whitten. among
cakes, pies, etc., of the best quality at accompany them.
Helm's and yon will be drinking the
Albuquerque's most prosperous and
I). C. Hol.art, of Silver City, who successful merchants, have again demreasonable prices. Give us a trial and
best.
License
Colorado State Board
on
was here yesterday and last night
satisfy yourselves.
onstrated their faith in the future of
of Health,
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
business, returned south this morning. this city, and have just become the
of Fourth street and Railroad He will go to El Paso and thence to owners of four fine residence lota on
I Corner
Prompt and Careful Service
Zacatecas, Mexico, where he Is inter- West Railroad avenue. The lots In
avenue. Phone A 15.
o
ested in some mines.
question are located at the corner of
Fred Whittemore & Co., Agents,
AND
OFFICE,
CHkPEL
First Street Natatorium.
Hon. G. A. Richardson and Capt. W. Eighth Ptreet and Railroad avenue,
PARLORS
la
natatorium
street
The
attorneys
of
First
C.
well
Reid,
known
two
Albuquerque, N. M.
201211 North Second St
east of the city park, and, up to a few
open every day from 10 a. m. to 10 Ron well, were here a few hours this days ago, belonged to the Mrs. T. J.
BOTH PHONES.
1
1
p. m. Ladies and gentlemen will find morning on legal matters.
genThe
Wright estate. Now they are the propthis resort first class In all its appoint- tlemen bad been to Santa Fe attending erty of Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Whitten.
ments. Tuesday nights will be reserved meetings of territorial boards.
end It Is understood that the consideraMONEY TO LOAN
for private parties if engaged on or beRonnie Treasure was again in on tion was $3,200.
On diamonds, watches, etc.. or, any fore the previous Saturday. For terms the money at the finish of the race
good security; also household goods apply at th" office.
Cotton Market.
at Pueblo, Colorado, yesterday In
New Orleans, June 9. The chief feastored with me; strictly confidential.
o
which she was entered, this time talk8T5T51yryrS5YSTVTrB-(I
Highest cash price paid ior household
The Maze.
ing second place. A brief dispatch ture of the opening of the cotton mar4 was received to this effect laHt night. ket here today was the advance of 16 the bridle off the horse so he could
goods.
Lawn grass fertilizer, per pound.
25
T. A. WHIT TEN, 114 Gold avenue. 6 pounds ground bone
Emiliano Sandoval, general mer- points in September to 10.75, under drink. This left Mr. Piatt In the vehicle without any means of holding
25 chant anu sheep raiser of Caliezon, is rapid fire of bidding by the bull lead8 pounds crushed oyster shell..
YOU PEOPLE WHO EAT.
6 In the city, and Hub morning received er. The remarkable rise In July conthe horse, which, of course, took fright
Flax seed meal, per pound
Attention! If your appetite is on a 2 pounds dog biscuits
25 40,0110 pounds of wool, representing
tinued, that option going to 10.37 at and ran some hundred yards from the
strike call on D. Weillcr & Co., the Quart cans of mixed paint
21 camp.
25 the spring output from his sheep. The the opening. ' August advanced
Gold avenue grocers- - They can fix Paint brushes
Mr. Piatt was thrown out and his
5c to 50 wool will be sold to the highest bidder. points.
your's up Everything to eat, always Sectional stove covers
45
head came in violent contact with a
Henry Metzgar, a young farmer of
Concert Tonight
fresh; call and give us a trial.
6 the Pajarito district, is in the city. He
small pinon tree, which cut It badly,
Flue stops
12 says the waters of the Rio Grande
and
the general shock was so severe
this
for
Program
Wood seat arm rockers, 12.25; cob-le- r Pocket alcohol stoves
Puerarl
Madame
The
he didn't come to for over an
Lamp
that
chimney
stoves
road
main
on
the
encroached
have
Evening at Colombo Hall.
seat arm rockers, $2.50, cane seat
$2.50 through Atrlsco, and is very near to
After he was thrown out the
sewing rockers, $1.50; cots, $1.75 anj Carpet sweeper
The program to be glyen tonight by hour.
Highest Quality of Goods
8c, 60, $1.00 the old church. A large number of Madame S. Puerarl, 'soprano,
and horse turned aiound and ran back to
up; Iron beds, $3.75 and up; steel fold- Chamois skins
ve15
camp.
The harness and
men are at work along the road, and Chev. Pietro Buzzi, tenor. In Colombo Birnie's
ing bed couches and steel folding beds Pure glycerine
13 hope by sacks of sand to prevent the
hicle were repaired and their Journey
Is as follows:
In great variety and prices the lowest; Chloride of lime
hall.
Lowest
18 waters from doing any further dam
cash or time. Futrelle Furniture Co., Powdered borax
Overture "L'Amazone" . ..Laurendau was soon resumed.
15 age.
Mr. Piatt is better today and will
Piano polish
West end of viaduct.
Italian Band.
get along nicely.
THE MAZE,
Abraham Kempenich, of Peralta,
"La Chanson Des Peupllers (In
'' Fresn Cut Flowers,
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor
county, sends word to The CitiF.
Dorla
French)
If you want first class FIRE
IVES, THE FLORIST
zen that his paper comes Irregular, "Lonhengrln" (in Italian) ...Wagner
WORKS Bee O. A. Matson & Co.
The ladles of the German church re- and that some method must be InstiBuzzl.
Chev.
Are you going to the mountains or quest the pleasure of their friends to tuted to get the mail between this city
Italian)
Thomas
Shirt waists stamped to order at
the seashore for your vacation, or do attend the coffee social next Wednes- and Peralta coming along more regu- ".Mtgnon" (in
Arditl Mrs. Wilson's.
"L'EstasI" (in English)
you have to stay at home? No matter day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
leaves
Citizen
The
In
future.
the
lar
Madame Puerarl.
what It Is going to be, you can greatly Emil Kleinwort, 500 Atlantic avenue. this office every evening, plainly adVerdi
O. A. Matson & Co. have Just receiv
add to your comfort by wearing shoes The raffling of the silk quilt will take dressed to Mr. Kempenich and he Fantasia- r- "Rigoletto"
Misses Bertha I.oebs and Adele
ALBUQUERQUE
ed the largest and finest assortment
ICE
that are light and cool. We have a place the same afternoon. All those should receive it every day, except
Damlano.
of Crane's stationery ever shown in
nice assortment of slippers and low holding chances should be there.
Sunday, If Peralta is on the daily mail
Intermission.
the city. When in want of stationery
shoes for this purpose, and our prices
"Milagro de la Virgen" (in Spanish)
see them.
Men's work shirts, the best kind to route.
are right. Call and examine them at
Yesterday, J. L. I .a Driere, the well
Cabellero
C. May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, be had at the price, 25c, 35c, 45c, 60c.
news
received
sad
architect,
known
Balfe
Get your vacation fancy work of
"The Bohemian Girl"
At the No Name store.
208 West Railroad avenue.
from his old home at Quebec, Canada. Chev. Buzz! (with Prof. Dl Mauroi.
Mrs. Wilson.
in
Maseagnl
The letter was from his brother
o
"Cavallerla Rust if ana"
1
Michigan, and it told the news of the "Last Rose of Summer"
Flotow
Outside orders sollclteu for Fourth
death of his father. Janvier La Driere, Madame Puerarl with Prof. Di Mauro of July FIRE WORKS. Write to O. A.
axle
to
thU
Seaon,
wear
men
will
"
you tcant to know what itluUxh
The de Piano 'Minuet to"
at Uiiel.ee. last Thursday.
Paderewskl Matson & Co., and get the best.
Native and Chicago Lumber.
nee Xtein littxh nohhy cloth."
ceased had passed the three score year
Miss Adele Damlano.
The Whltson Music company has
and ten, and h's death was the direct Duet from "11 Trovatore'
enli
PAINT CoversSUILDING PAPER Always In Stock
one juice on their pianos, will not ask SHERWIN-WILLIAMcause of old age. Mr. La Driere was
Madame Puerarl and Chev. Ruzzi.
you more than value of piano. When Morel Looks Bestl Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaiter, Lima.
arranging his affairs to send tils folks Grand seene "Miserere, and final
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
a salesman asks you $loo for a piano Most Economical! Full Measurel
back to visit his father very soon, and
duet In last act of "U Trovatore"
willinga
$:toi)
confesses
Avenue. Albuquerque.
Lead
and
be
takes
July.
Street
then
in
First
he was to follow some time
..Madame Puerarl and Chev. Buzzl
ness to get $l'l too much, provided
The Citizen condoles with the bereav- oftwge. .Slyont
a ?
the customer is not informed.
ed son.
Mrs. Hanim and Prof. Dl Mauro.
o
Mrs. Hamm FIR K WORKS!
At the Piano
Have You Seen That Case of
Ramirez
Bartolo
Mr
JULY,
Leader
Band
FIHK WORKS!
FOURTH OF
at O. A. Matson & Co.'s. I .cave your
Fine Mechanical Vols
R. S. PLATT INJURED.
orders.
(Concluded from page one.)
Did you ever try a Union Suit? If not,
Could Not Hold Horse Because Bridle
why not? No double thickness at the
Window shades, good quality, 33c,
in Our Window
both days so that there will be music
Had Been Removed.
snug and neat in fit and
waist-alwa- ys
5oc, at the No Name store.
4oc.
galore.
H. S. Piatt and M C. Nettleton
On Sunday morning there will be
very reasonable in prices
were up In tli" Hell canyon neignimr-hooLarge assortment of FIRE WORKS
another ball game and band concert.
We Also Carry a Lartf Stock of;
on Sunday examining some min
the best made at O. A. Matson &
In the afternoon there will be given
Rett's, j
ing property belonging to Mr. Nettle- Co.'s. Outside orders solicited.
;(
r.
the first display of daylight fireworks ton. They also drove up to Birnie s
ever seen lu the southwest. There will camp and about 4 o'clock In the after
PICNICKERS
also lie a half mile race for running noon started for home. Just before
Attention. Why not go to D. Weil-le- r
and
horses, a ball game and an old fash leaving, however, Mr. Nettleton took
& Co. for your nlcknacks when getioned ring tournament, such as the
ting ready for an outing? Everything
soul hern people are noted for. This
MONEYIOLOAN
fresh. The Oold Avenue Oroeers.
latter will be mounted, and several
E.L WASHBURN
FIRE WORKS!
cowboys and fancy riders have al
On diamonds, watches or any good
We have received a large assortsecurity. Great bargains in watches
ready entered.
ST.
122 S. SECOND
ment of Filth WORKS of all kinds
There will be suitable prizes given of every description.
and sizes for Fourth of July celebraA. H. YANOW,
for each event.
3LD AVENUE.
12C WEtr
There will be fun galore for every 105 South Second street, a few doors tions. Write or see us.
O. A. MATSON &. CO.
south of Railroad avenue.
mothei's son and daughter. All the la-LOCAL

PARAGRAPHS

one-half-

Elk's Slum Shoe

KINDS HERE

E.

POST

J.

HARDWARE

up

1

...'J!&v
ws$?
Aw?.

& CO.

tton

$1.75

-

Crash Hats

trotter

va4

TOO

J

i

FERD

F F. TB OTTER

35c up

THE

Let Us Show You

NEWEST

HE

BEER

THING

B

Nil

on

Stern

TOWN

Th e R a roa d
Avenue Clothier

S.

VAPJPJ & SOAJ

Possible Prices

a

y

"THE PEOPLE'S DRUG STORE"

near post or r

J

C.

BALDRIDGE

SPRING UNDERWEAR
:::::::::

S1.25 to

Monarch

Shirts
91.25

2.50

star

Stetson, s
Hats
Young's

Hats

Carpenters' Tools

tj

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company

